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Project Abstract
The purpose of this project is to create a Spanish Mathematic curriculum to use in a fifth
grade Dual Language One-Way Immersion program. As Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
exceed the cognitive demands of listening, speaking, reading and writing in all content areas,
dual language education programs demand curriculum that aligns both content and language
standards beyond Spanish Language Arts. Language learners are challenged to meet CCSS
expectations in a second language and teachers struggle to find the necessary resources to do so.
The designed curriculum aligns Mathematical CCSS and mathematical practices with Spanish
Language Development standards and language practices. The designed unit explicitly teaches
Spanish academic conversational skills through four student centered real world activities. This
unit is intended to be used at the beginning of the school year as supplemental instruction in an
effort to address students' struggle to sustain an academic conversation in the program's targeted
language, Spanish. The curriculum provides Spanish language teachers with a Spanish
mathematical curriculum that allows students the opportunity to apply learned mathematical
concepts to real world situations while developing their Spanish oral and written proficiencies.
Keywords:, Dual language education, Mathematic Academic Conversations in
Spanish, One-Way Immersion, Second Language Acquisition, Spanish Academic
Conversations
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Chapter One: Introduction
Despite much effort, at a One-Way Spanish Immersion school in Southeast California,
common daily conversation language skills such as “may I go to the bathroom” or “my favorite”
are constant struggles within the Immersion classrooms. It is very common to hear a fifth grade
student, who has been in the program since pre-kindergarten, ask “puedes ir a la bano” which
translates to “can you go to the her bathroom?” Given that the community population is
predominantly white and English-speaking, the error is corrected, but not as concerning because
teachers acknowledge the fact that daily Spanish conversational skills like “puedo ir al baño” are
limited to only being used in the classroom. However, common grammatical writing errors by
fifth grade students such as “Yo se multiplique ” (I is multiplied) or “Se hice” for “it was done
or I know I did” when explaining their mathematical reasoning is extremely alarming because
such grammatical conjugations have been explicitly taught, reinforced and explained every year
in the immersion classroom.
Spanish Immersion teacher-student observations, student-student conversations and
student-teacher conversations have led language educators to be concerned about their students’
ability to engage and sustain a conversation in the target language, Spanish. Even more
concerning, student writing samples also exhibit a concern of their struggle and effort to explain
their critical thinking and reasoning on paper using the targeted language despite the amount of
years the child has been enrolled in the program. Over the past two years, the researcher and her
colleagues have had ongoing professional development collaborations that have noted the
dominance of English in student conversations regardless of whether students are native speakers
or non-native speakers. Even more concerning, the researcher has noted that her thirty-one fifth
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graders, who have been in the Spanish Immersion program for six years, still have limited oral
and written Spanish reasoning skills.
In addition to drawing from the researcher’s observations and interactions with her
students, the curriculum designed for this Master’s project was influenced by the math goals the
school identified in response to the 2019 Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC)
student scores. Results from the 2018-2019 school year, demonstrated that 53% of 5th grade
students were near the expected standard for communicating reasoning in math and 7% of
students performed below the expected standard. Results also indicated that only 13% of students
met the expected standard for writing; 73% are approaching and 13% are below standard
expectations. Because academic conversations require the skill of listening, the SBAC Listening
results are also taken into account when designing the curriculum for this project. The Listening
results show that 57% of students scored near expected standard and 7% scored below the
expected standards (SBAC, 2019).
The academic language and cognitive demands across the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) require students to describe their
complex thinking processes, reasoning and high-order thinking skills both orally and in writing.
As pointed out by Zwiers, math standards no longer only focus on finding the right answer:
The CCSS math standards emphasize large amounts of explaining one’s reasoning;
critiquing the reasoning of others; supporting arguments; applying; making conjectures;
and using models, tools, and language strategically to solve problems and understand
concepts (Zwiers, 2014, p.26)
Adding to the higher-order thinking demands found within the 5th grade CCSS Math Standards,
fifth grade students must meet content expectations in the immersion program’s targeted
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language, Spanish. The majority of the students in the program are native English speakers or
heritage language learners acquiring Spanish as their second language. The researcher uses
Krashen’s Second Language Acquisition theoretical framework to guide the design of the
curriculum developed for this project. Krashen’s framework states the importance of creating
comprehensible input for students in order for them to form comprehensible output in the
acquired language, much like it is achieved in the student’s native language (Krashen, 1981).
This chapter will introduce the purpose of the study; students engaging in academic
conversations in the program’s target language, Spanish. Following the purpose of the study, the
chapter will preview the literature reviewed to support the development of the curriculum. Third,
it will preview the methods used to create the curriculum. Finally, the chapter will outline the
significance of the project, as well as how it benefits the field of dual language education.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to develop a curriculum that will help teachers explicitly
teach the necessary conversational skills fifth grade Spanish Language Learners need to sustain
an academic math conversation in Spanish. It allows teachers to align fifth grade math
curriculum and integrate real world mathematical reasoning problems to increase both student’s
oral and written communication. The development of this curriculum seeks to enhance students'
motivation to sustain conversations in a dual language program’s target language, Spanish,
during a math block and build on their academic conversational skills. Due to the complexity of
scientifically measuring a conversation, in addition to the development of academic
conversational skills, the curriculum seeks to develop further the students' written articulation of
their critical thinking and reasoning in a second language. An overarching goal of this
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curriculum is to increase student motivation to engage and sustain in the dual language programs
target language. The questions guiding this project are as follows:
1. How can the explicit implementation of academic math conversations increase fifth grade
students’ communication and reasoning in their written open-ended math prompts?
2. How do academic conversations support the oral and written productions of Spanish
Academic Language?
3. Can the explicit instruction of conversational skills increase student motivation to engage
and sustain in the targeted language, Spanish?
Preview of the Literature
The literature reviewed for the proposed curriculum identifies three themes accounted for
in the explicit teaching of academic conversations: factors in second language acquisition,
motivation, and academic language conversations.
Factors in Second Language Acquisition
The acquisition of a language is a multidimensional entity, but those dimensions are
amplified when accounting for the acquisition of a second language. Current research
demonstrates that as schools become increasingly diverse, the social aspects of school and
culture influence a student’s way of thinking, communicating and their educational success
(Zwiers, 2014). The home support or lack of support due to various factors such as economic
means, economic opportunities, and parents’ educational background will greatly affect a child’s
native language acquisition. On the other hand, those same factors including proficiency level of
the native language will contribute to the development and acquisition of a second language
(Walqui, 2000). In addition to a child’s home support, the political and environmental support of
the language(s) within the community and greater society influence the maintenance,
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development and acquisition of the language a student is learning. However, it can also oppress
the minority language despite the need and use of the minority language within its community.
Researchers bring light to the issue of linguistic language status found within the greater
community and how it influences students to automatically shift to the majority language,
English, despite the teacher’s efforts to sustain in the program’s target language, the minority
language (Potowski, 2004; Hernandez, 2014). Lindohlm-Leary and Hernandez (2018)
distinguish the unique circumstances, opportunities and factors heritage language learners may
have. Their historical background, their parents' formal education in their native language and
access to the minority language will greatly contribute to the student’s acquisition of a second
language. The research also suggests accounting for peer influences when grouping students to
interact with one another because peers are an integral part of the academic discussions
happening in the classroom (Lindohlm-Leary & Hernandez, 2018). Fitz (2006) argues that by
becoming cognizant of the factors that influence a child’s interactions, they can begin to better
provide students with meaningful opportunities to engage in the oral development and
proficiency of a second language; despite the influence of the greater society outside the
classroom walls.
Motivation
Research suggests that students are more likely to maintain the target language if the
content learned is student centered, task based and applies to their real world (Martin-Beltran,
2009). Martin-Beltran also encourages teachers to explicitly teach students to seek one another’s
help, build on one another's thoughts and ideas while giving them grace to learn the language
from one another (Martin-Beltran, 2009). Krashen also suggests language educators need to
create a positive, low-anxiety classroom environment and build a safe relationship with students,
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much like those formed when acquiring their native language (Krashen, 1981). According to
Ozveri & Herrington’s (2017) research, authentic learning takes place when academic goals are
task centered versus a focus on linguistic accuracy. By providing students with the opportunity to
collaborate with one another and deepen their understanding of the task at hand, they will be
more likely to engage with one another in the target language.
Academic Language Conversations
As mentioned in the first theme, factors in second language acquisition, CCSS
expectations include higher order thinking, reasoning and communication skills, both orally and
written (Zwiers, 2014). Oftentimes the oral and written skills necessary to fulfill the CCSS
expectations are not taught or reinforced to an increasingly diverse student population. Thus, it is
not only necessary to explicitly teach the oral and written skills, but to assess them as
communicative functions of academic language (Nagy & Townsend, 2012; Crouse, 2012;
Lucero, 2015; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016). According to Nagy and Townsend (2012), academic
language can be content specific, and academic vocabulary is best learned within its context.
They stress the importance of repeated exposure and opportunity in authentic contexts in order
for it to be acquired (Nagy & Townsend, 2012). Krashen (1981) suggests that opportunities
where students are acquiring a second language be as authentic as the way they learned their first
language. Researchers also suggest using student centered assignments that engage in the
language and allow students to co-construct the meaning of the content being learned (Zwiers,
2014; Martin-Beltran, 2009). Even more so, Zwiers (2014) proposes the need to explicitly teach
the necessary conversational skills to students in order for them to co-construct meaning.
Onsorio and Insuasty (2015) note that social interactions that involve role play should foster
students' engagement and encourage student tasks, and provide students with feedback not only
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from their teachers, but peers as well. As suggested by researchers, it is within the task
feedback where explicit teaching of how to use vocabulary and grammatical structures when
communicating both orally and written can be taught and enforced (Hernandez, 2013; Lucero,
2015; Zwiers, 2014).
Preview of the Methodology
The curriculum project was created with the intention of meeting the needs of the current
one-way Spanish Immersion program where the community does not support the target
language. Even more importantly, the curriculum addresses the need for authentic math tasks in
Spanish, which are limited.
The curriculum consists of a two-week unit that aligns with the district-adopted math
curriculum, Everyday Math. Lessons are designed to be taught within the 60 to 90 minute
Spanish math block every day of the week, Monday through Friday. Throughout this unit,
students will engage in six authentic tasks that will allow them to participate in academic
conversations where they co-construct individual solutions to the task. The six tasks have a twoday component where they first orally develop and construct a solution and then capture their
thinking in writing on the second day. As each lesson progresses, students will build confidence
and proficiency not only in their Spanish oral thinking/reasoning skills, but also by capturing
their thinking/reasoning in their Spanish writing. The curriculum was designed to be taught at the
beginning of the school year in an effort to foster a safe environment where learning is not only
established from teacher to student, student to student, but fluid where their learning is constantly
developing.
An adapted planning template provided through The Common Core Mathematics
Companion: The Standards Decoded was used to guide the lessons (Gojak & Miles, 2015). The
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adapted planning template includes both CCSS for Math and Spanish Language Development, in
addition to standard practices that explain how students are to demonstrate their proficiency of
the standard. Jeff Zwiers’ task ideas and templates in Building Academic Language were used in
developing the math tasks and necessary scaffolding for students to engage in real world
opportunities within our virtual or in person classroom (Zwiers, 2014).
Significance of the Project
Both at the researcher’s school site and within the field of dual language education, there
is an immense concern over the lack of students’ metacognitive ability to express their critical
thinking and reasoning both orally and in written form in the targeted language of instruction. By
providing students with explicit instruction on academic conversational skills, the students will
develop the necessary skills and vocabulary to sustain academic conversations. Most
importantly, the students will have structures in place to enforce and sustain those conversations
in the targeted language of instruction, Spanish. Additionally, the potential benefits of this
project are to positively affect students’ written responses and increase the students' second
language acquisition.
Summary of the Chapter
Through the explicit instruction of conversational skills, this project is intended to
help increase academic conversations in the targeted language of Spanish that will lead to deeper
critical reasoning and thinking. It is necessary that dual language programs and researchers
consider the explicit instruction of conversational skills. Program administrators and researchers
also should consider the lack of such instruction as a contributing factor in students’ inability of
not only sustaining in an academic conversation in the targeted language, but in the development
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of students' oral and written critical thinking and reasoning in the respect to achieving their
program objectives.
Chapter Two will inform the readers of relevant literature that laid the foundation for this
curriculum project. Chapter Three describes the methodology used to design the curriculum.
Chapter Four will present the curriculum. To conclude, Chapter Five will discuss the effects of
the explicit instruction of conversational skills on student motivation to engage in the targeted
language of Spanish, and student oral and written critical thinking and reasoning in the
researcher’s math block.
Definition of Terms
Academic Conversations- Sustained and purposeful conversations between people who are
trying to learn from one another and build meanings that they did have before about school
topics. (Zwiers & Crawford, 2011)
Academic Language “The set of words, grammar, and discourse strategies used to describe
complex ideas, higher order thinking processes, and abstract concepts” (Zwiers, 2014, p. 22).
Dual Language “DUAL LANGUAGE EDUCATION (DLE) programs, also known as two-way
immersion, integrate English language learners (ELLs) from a common native language
background (e.g., Spanish, Mandarin) and native English-speaking (NES) students in the same
classroom for academic instruction through both languages. In these programs, the partner
language (e.g., Spanish, Mandarin, Korean) is used for a significant portion (from 50% to 90%)
of the students' instructional day. For both groups of students, the goals include high levels of
bilingualism and biliteracy, academic achievement, and cross-cultural competence for all
students” (Lindholm-Leary, 2012, p. 256).
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Currently, there is a limited amount of research focused on the impact of explicitly
teaching conversational skills, particularly those necessary to engage in targeted academic
language conversations in Dual Language programs. Furthermore, there are limited resources
that focus on the development of mathematical academic conversations and academic language.
The purpose of this literature review is to explore the following themes in the literature that are
associated with the development of academic conversations in a second language: factors in
second language acquisition, motivation, and academic language conversations. The literature
reviewed in these themes were taken into account for the development of the project
curriculum.
Factors in Second Language Acquisition
Walqui (2000) indicates that the Education Resource Information Center (ERIC) Custom
Transformations Team identifies multiple factors that relate to the students’ learning of their first
and second languages. It is necessary to discuss these factors as we attempt to address the needs
of developing students’ conversational skills in an effort to continually progress in their second
language abilities. The learning of a language, let alone a second language is a multidimensional
one beyond the scope of this study, but is taken into consideration in its design. The factors
discussed in this theme bring light to: the students’ diverse access to language and support at
home, the societal influence that supports the status of a language and the attitudes attached to
the languages being learned; and lastly the influence of peer groups (Walqui, 2000).
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Home Support
As our schools become more diverse, the range of social experiences, cultural practices,
ways of thinking and communicating styles students bring to school are just as diverse as what
the Common Core State Standards expect from students (Zwiers, 2014). Zwiers also points out:
“…when a student enters school, linguistic and conceptual mismatches create a negative
effect on a student’s learning because they struggle to learn the new rules of talk and
literacy because the rules are implied and never explicitly taught because it is assumed
that they are being taught/learned at home” (Zwiers, 2014, p. 3).
Walqui (2000) also notes how the students’ level of proficiency (oral, literacy, and
metalinguistic) in their native language, in addition to their former experiences with academic
features of language and its use, are influential factors in the learning and acquisition of a second
language.
Language Status and Attitudes
As noted in Hernandez’s (2014) research, although there are plenty of research studies
that have concluded numerous benefits and the academic success of Dual Language programs;
there is a limited amount of research that has been done on the challenging student-to-student
interactions in two-way bilingual programs. Nonetheless, there is even less research that
examines the interactions in one-way immersion programs. One of the most common concerns
brought up in the research of Dual Language programs is the dominance of English regardless of
the teachers’ efforts and strategies to sustain in the targeted language (Dworin, 2011; Fitts, 2006;
Potowski, 2004; Hernandez, 2014). Hernandez (2014) addresses these concerns and brings light
to language status as an area of concern in regards to creating an equitable environment for
students who are in Dual Language environments and quotes Gracia’s work that states;
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When two languages have unequal value in an educational system, random code
switching erodes the minority language as the majority language takes over, encouraging
language shifts (Gracia, 2009 as cited Hernandez, 2014, p.104 ).
Despite the Dual Language goal of cross-cultural competence, because English is
perceived as the language of power in the United States, it becomes even more challenging to
attain linguistic and cultural equity in the classroom. Due to the linguistic language status
challenges, Hernandez (2014) strongly suggests a balanced population of minority and majority
language speakers in the enrolment of language programs. Potowski (2004) and Hernandez
(2014) discuss how the impact of societal factors “leak” into the classroom and add an additional
dimension to the inequity of language use found with in the classroom as well (Dworin, 2011;
Fitts, 2006; Potowski, 2004; Hernandez, 2014). The societal factors discussed include the
embedded policies found within the school system and the required district English assessments.
If standardized assessments in both languages were valued in Dual Language institutions, the
struggle to maintain the integrity and status of the Spanish language in an English dominant
society would be reduced. Furthermore, although the findings from these studies strongly
influence how students acquire a second language, these studies are limited to Native Spanish
speakers and English speakers and do not investigate the impact of language status on Heritage
language learners. As Martin-Beltran identifies, Heritage language learners do not fit into these
limiting labels. Their unique home situations and experiences create an additional dimension to
the learning of both their languages (2009). Even more so, there is a limited amount of research
that focuses on the student-to student interactions of students enrolled in one-way immersion
programs. Particularly those programs that focus on the acquisition of Spanish within a
community where English is the prevalent language and Spanish is very limited, even in the
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homes of Heritage language learners (Lindholm-Leary & Hernandez, 2018; Hernandez, 2014).
As Walqui (2000) denotes, educators need to consider the communities in which their students
live, participate, support their efforts and offer them a genuine opportunity to learn the language.
The diverse historical backgrounds, generational attributes, cultural and social experiences of a
Heritage language learner in the field of Dual Language is one that needs to be further
investigated (Valdes, 2012 as cited in Lindholm-Leary & Hernandez, 2018; Lucero, 2015;
Potowsiki, 2018).
The research studies cited above discuss the benefits of the separation of languages,
especially in the learning of a minority language. In contrast, Fitts’(2006) study noted that while
the attempt to create a pure Spanish language classroom may elevate the use of Spanish, it does
not foster the acquisition of conversational skills for the Spanish-English bilinguals to converse
in a native-like manner in which such bilinguals in the United States freely codeswitch and
borrow words. Even more so, Fitts (2006) mentions that maintaining such a monolingual Spanish
language classroom or designated period naturally creates a teacher-centered/controlled format
instead of a student- centered space. Therefore, it is crucial that the development of tasks or
projects consider the need for Spanish and provide students with an additional space or timer
where codeswitching or borrowing be allowed (Fitts, 2006).
Peer Groups
Although the Education Resource Information Center (ERIC) Custom Transformations
Team identified multiple factors of second language acquisition of English at the secondary
level, including peer influences. However, the notion of peer influences is one that has been
noted to begin in fifth grade and similar to those acquiring Spanish as a second language
(Walqui, 2000). Students are well aware of those that have reached a native-like proficiency in
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pronouncing words and are subconscious of their Spanish linguistic abilities. Many of these self
to peer comparisons can be attributed to the correlation of their reading-level to level of
proficiency in the language. Similarly, the Fitts (2006) study examines two dual language
programs that served a population of both native Spanish and English speaking students. Despite
the population differences, Fitts’ study showed that English-dominant students tend to perfect
techniques to avoid using their second language. Fitts argues that teachers will often ask students
to pair with someone whose first language is different from their own in an effort to create
heterogeneous groups (2006). However, because everyone acquires a second language at a
different rate, the students are perplexed as to with whom to pair up. After all, by fifth grade
students are expected to all be “bilingual.” Therefore, it is strongly suggested that second
language educators become more cognizant of balancing the students' linguistic abilities when
creating student groups despite their designated native or in the case of this study heritage
language (Fitts, 2006; Osorio & Insuasty, 2015).
Supporting Fitts’ (2006) cognitive awareness, Hernandez (2014) argues that by becoming
cognizant of classroom interactions and their patterns, educators can provide students with
opportunities for oral language development in content instruction. These opportunities then lead
to higher levels of bilingual proficiency and are associated with higher levels of reading and
math achievement (Cazabon, Nicoladis & Lambert, 1998; Lindholm-Leary, 2012; LindholmLeary & Aclan, 1991 as cited in Hernandez, 2014; Osorio & Insuasty, 2015; East, 2017).
Motivation
In contrast to the research on the separation of languages, Martin-Beltran (2009) poses
the idea of cultivating a bilingual setting and increasing student motivation or investment in
learning a new language by taking on a sociocultural perspective of allowing students to
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construct meaning by co-generating new meaning using their bilingual repertoires when
academic problem solving. As noted in Krashen’s language acquisition theory and then
expanded upon by other researchers, creating a low anxiety classroom culture is necessary when
motivating students to create output in a second language (Krashen, 1981; Osorio & Insuasty,
2015; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016). This topic will be further explored in the third theme but is
worth mentioning now, because the Martin-Beltran study outlines creating a learning experience
that requires multiple voices, as found in academic conversations (2009). The findings from
Martin-Beltran’s study encourages students to draw upon each other’s different strengths in
different languages as it fosters a collaborative classroom culture that lends itself to be studentcentered. Martin-Beltran (2009) also stresses the importance of teachers explicitly teaching
students to look for each other for help with “how do you say?” questions or by making crosslinguistic comparisons. By implementing and providing students with the initial conversational
skills to engage in an academic conversation and allowing them a bit of wiggle room to use both
linguistic repertoires to make meaning in the targeted language will positively increase their
willingness to engage in the targeted language (Crouse, 2012; Krashen, 1981; Osorio & Insuasty,
2015; East, 2017; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016). As an implication for practice, Lindholm-Leary
states that it is significant to “provide both structured and unstructured opportunities for oral
production” (Lindholm-Leary, 2012, p. 261). As seen in classroom observations, students are
more likely to disengage in the material or associate the content challenges with their linguistic
difficulties. These difficulties are associated with the language in this case, Spanish which then
contributes to the language status and attitudes discussed in the first theme of this literature
review.
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As students are explicitly taught the skills necessary to be able to engage in an academic
conversation, they are more engaged in understanding and making meaning of each other’s
thought process or analysis of the context being learned versus having to focus on the
grammatical structures of how to verbally express themselves correctly. Thus, their
conversations in the context learned allows them to use the language skills they already possess,
while acquiring new vocabulary and grammatical structures found within the context in which
they are conversing.
Curriculum success
Lesson and unit objectives should focus on using the targeted language for an authentic
purpose such as functioning in society. Ozveri and Herrington (2017) suggest that successful
language learning takes place when academic goals are task driven instead of focusing on
linguistic accuracy. According to their research, authentic activities provide students with realworld tasks that require them to investigate a problem in depth as they collaborate with peers and
suggest possible solutions with a wider audience via the use of online forums, classroom oral
presentations and written responses. Through constructive feedback from both peers and
teachers, students then acquire the language on a more authentic level, which then fosters both an
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to learn the targeted language as presented in Krashen’s second
language acquisition theory. Ozveri and Herrington’s (2017) findings noted the benefits of
student-centered authentic tasks with multiple platforms used to investigate and develop both
written and oral language skills. These authentic tasks increased student motivation and
increased students’ higher order thinking skills much like those demanded in the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS). The implications of the student’s inability to ask for and give
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clarification highlight a need to explicitly teach the necessary skills in the targeted language
(Ozveri & Herrington, 2017; Osorio & Insuasty, 2015; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016).
Academic Language Conversations
Academic Language
Academic language is the specialized language, both oral and written of academic
settings that facilitates communication and thinking about disciplinary content. It is used to
convey abstract, technical and expressive ideas that we continuously find embedded in Common
Core State Standards (CCSS) expectations. As noted in the first theme of this literature review,
academic language is not typical, every day social or casual conversation. In addition,
considering that both oral and written communication are mutually supportive, it is crucial that
both be developed and assessed as communicative functions of academic language (Nagy &
Towsend, 2012; Crouse, 2012; Lucero, 2015; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016). Academic vocabulary
is the first initial step to engaging in academic language, therefore it is important to investigate
the development of academic vocabulary of a second language as well. Nagy and Townsend
(2012) stress the importance of academic vocabulary being learned through repeated exposure
and opportunities to practice them in authentic contexts versus having to learn or temporarily
memorize the definition of a list of academic vocabulary; similar to first language acquisition.
Nagy and Townsend make a viable point that English proficiency takes 3 to 5 years to develop,
while academic English proficiency can take 4 to 7 years (Hakuta et. al., 2000 as cited Nagy &
Townsend, 2012). However, it should also be considered that second language proficiency in all
four language areas (listening, speaking, reading and writing) can take 5 to 7 years depending on
the very same factors discussed previously in the first theme of this literature review.
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Furthermore, Krashen and Brown (2007) outline the comprehension hypothesis
proposing that language is acquired and literacy is developed by consciously learning about
language, and not through the memorization of grammatical rules and structures. Additionally,
supported by other research studies, they offer the problem-solving hypothesis that claims that
academic content and new concepts are not learned through study rather they evolve as a “byproduct of problem-solving” (Krashen, 2003 as cited Krashen & Brown, 2007; Lindholm-Leary,
2012; Crouse, 2012; Osorio & Insuasty, 2015; Lucero, 2015; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016). In
their study, Krashen and Brown (2007) state that academic language should be analyzed through
two lenses. The fist, characterizes language by its complexity in syntax, academic vocabulary,
and complex discourse. The second lens brings light to the academic language that is specific to
the content of subjects. In their research, Krashen and Brown (2007) note that while the explicit
instruction of strategies is useful to some, it may not be beneficial to all and advocate for the
importance of determining which students are in need of such strategies from those who are not.
As for students acquiring a second language, Krashen and Brown imply strategies can be
developed or taught in the first language and immediately transferred to the second language,
much like the comprehensible scaffolding that bilingual teachers provide (Lee & Krashen, 2002,
Krashen 1999 as cited in Krashen & Brown, 2007). Although the examples referenced in the
study were geared towards comprehensible input acquired through reading strategies, among the
meta-cognitive strategies listed in their study, they infer strategies that aid content learning are
those that help in problem-solving, which is necessary in composing process as out-put (Krashen
& Brown, 2007). Given that acquiring two languages is a goal of Dual Language programs, it is
necessary to build both the Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALPS) and Basic
Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS) (Cummins, 1979 as cited in Krashen & Brown,
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2007). This project aims to do both by explicitly planning for the teaching of communication
skills necessary in communicating and reasoning of a student’s thinking.
Opportunities- creating a culture
Martin-Beltran (2009) urges teachers to plan activities that require multiple voices, and
encourages students to co-construct the meaning of their learning as they acquire the
grammatical structures of language. Just as important to the activities, researchers recommend
that teachers utilize grouping strategies to optimize student interactions and language practice
(Lindolm-Leary, 2012; Osorio & Insuasty, 2015; Lucero, 2015; Magedaera-Hofhansl, 2016).
Crouse (2012) studied what current teachers are doing to maintain at least 90% of instructional
time in the targeted language. Crouse stresses how crucial it is to build relationships with
students so they feel safe, and find small successes everyday (Crouse, 2012). Additionally,
Crouse discusses not only the importance of incorporating proficiency targets and student set
measured goals, but that the classroom environment presents those proficiency targets via what is
posted on the walls for students to follow (Crouse, 2012).
Current international immersion program studies have brought light to various authentic
tasks that not only create a motivation setting, but include task-based activities that are peerinfluence, teacher facilitated, and where constructive feedback, both formal and informal, are
ongoing from student to student, student to teacher and teacher to student. Osorio and Insuasty’s
(2015) analysis of teaching practices at a Columbian Foreign Language Institute highlighted
social interaction techniques that involve role-play. In such settings, the structures and functions
are not as important as the high degree of communicative engagement (Osorio & Insuasty,
2015). Similarly, Magadheera-Hofhansl (2016) identified skills in final projects in German
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schools created a student-centered platform that integrated the use of technology to create a news
report video that required students to listen, research, write and practice their transcribing skills.
Academic Conversational Skills
Hernandez (2014) advocates that instructional conversations can be designed to
encourage mutual respect amongst linguistically diverse students. Similarly, Lucero (2015)
argues that explicit instruction in peer mediation strategies, such as academic conversations, is
essential, and the ongoing monitoring of group interactions are necessary in an effort to meet
those diverse linguistic needs and to balance the status and respect of the language of instruction.
Thomas and Goering’s (2018) reflections of the implementation of Socratic circles as a discourse
for academic conversations noted positive gains for both students and educators. They discuss
how Socratic circles allowed instructors to hear students’ thoughts and facilitate the articulation
of their thoughts and reasoning as they made meaning of the text readings. They found studentled discussions kept students engaged in applying history to their current state of living. Through
their reflective analysis, Thomas and Goering noted the importance of students needing to
explicitly be taught how to engage in civil and productive conversation (Thomas & Goering,
2018). Despite their insight to the planning, implementing and assessment of such controversial
discourses, their self-reflection did not specify the criteria or specific skills the participants
learned via the implementation of Socratic circles.
On the other hand, Zwiers (2019) forms a strong argument that all students, not just
language learners, come from diverse homes, linguistic abilities within their native language,
family-academic backgrounds, life experiences, and socio-economic backgrounds. All of which
influence the development of not only their acquisition of language, but the manner in which
they convey meaning both orally and written. Additionally, he points out that while students
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enter school systems with diverse language skills, the academic language demands and
expectations also are influenced by the greater society that does not foster the same diversity. In
fact, as noted in language status, the societal factors to uphold power in the United States also set
the standard of how achievement is defined. Ironically enough, as aware as educators are with
the diverse factors, some fail to acknowledge that educators are models of having learned the
academic language and the ability to engage in academic conversations. Even more so, through
the success of becoming a teacher, academic conversations almost become innate to their craft
and they assume that these skills have been learned. These experiences then lead educators to
presume that the skills necessary to carry on an academic conversation has been taught either at
home, in society or somehow implicitly learned within their academic careers (Zwiers, 2014;
Zwiers, 2019; Zwiers & Crawford, 2011).
Summary of the Chapter
The various studies analyzed for this literature review have repeatedly stressed how
English speakers (both native and non-natives) lack sufficient Spanish conversational skills to
sustain a dialogue, therefore classroom discussions almost innately shift to English. Studies
reviewed offered reasonable and concrete examples as to what factors into the systems support or
suppress the status of language used in a classroom setting. However, the various studies did not
identify whether they have provided conversational scaffolds, and to what degree the necessary
conversational skills needed in sustaining a conversation should be explicitly taught. Further,
there was no discussion in the literature of the skills necessary in sustaining a mathematical
academic conversation in a second language. Knowing that the acquisition of a second language
is multidimensional and requires a substantial amount of access to the language, as well as
ongoing opportunities to foster the development and acquisition of both the content and
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language. The purpose of this project is to add to the body of literature by seeking to address
issues overlooked in the current research in order to find a solution to the present problem in my
fifth grade One-Way Spanish Immersion program.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
This mathematics curriculum was created with the intentions to increase fifth grade
students’ communication and reasoning in both oral and written open ended math prompts in a
Spanish Immersion school in Southeast California. Student observations, student-teacher
conversations, writing samples and struggle in engaging in academic conversations using the
program’s targeted language despite the amount of years within the program brought much
concern to the need of such a curriculum. Over the past two years, the researcher and colleagues
had professional development collaborations that noted the dominance of English in student
conversations regardless of whether students are native speakers or non-native speakers. Even
more concerning, the curriculum developer noted that despite the six years of being in the
program, her fifth graders had limited oral and written Spanish reasoning skills. Results from
standardized testing during the 2018-2019 school year, demonstrated that 53 % of 5th grade
students are near the expected standard for communicating reasoning in math and 7% of students
performed below the expected standard (SBAC, 2019). The designed curriculum was intended to
be used as a supplement to the school’s adopted math curriculum. The curriculum complements
the first unit with explicit instruction of conversational skills as suggested by Jeff Zwiers
(Zwiers, 2014; 2019; Zwiers & Crawford, 2011). The explicit instruction of conversational skills
provides students with structures and opportunities to engage and develop oral and written
academic language necessary to communicate and reason in their open-ended math problems
with their peers. The design of this curriculum used Krashen’s Second Language Acquisition
theory (1981) as the framework, which states that students are motivated to acquire a second
language in a low anxiety environment that is student centered and provides students with
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multiple authentic opportunities, much like their native environment, where they can make
meaning of the content learned.
The goal of this curriculum is to increase students’ academic conversations and uses the
following guiding questions:
1. How will the explicit implementation of academic math conversations increase fifth
grade students’ communication and reasoning in their written open ended math prompts?
Sub-questions:
2. How do academic conversations support the oral and written productions of Spanish
Academic Language?
3. Can the explicit instruction of conversational skills increase student motivation to
engage and sustain in the targeted language, Spanish?
This chapter describes the design, participants, setting, procedures and analysis for this research
study.
Design
This curriculum was founded on the existing school-wide educational goals from the
researcher’s school setting. The school goals were established through a series of school-wide
and grade level professional development collaborations. The data that drove the 5th grade-level
set goals derived from students’ 2018-2019 SBAC scores that indicated a need for improvement
in math communication and reasoning (SBAC, 2018-19). The included scope in sequence of the
math unit from the school wide adopted math curriculum, Everyday Math, was augmented with
the designed supplementary curriculum on conversational skills. The designed conversational
skill building lessons are based on the research of Jeff Zwiers that claims students need to
explicitly be taught how to converse in academic settings (Zwiers, 2014: 2019; Zwiers &
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Crawford, 2011). The academic conversations are to be assessed through the pre and post written
responses to open-ended math problems that are both assessed with the set grade-level rubrics
and student task rubrics were created using the set grade-level rubrics. In addition, the
curriculum will include student’s self analysis and peer analysis surveys. Students are asked to
rate their academic conversations in a Likert scale and through open ended questions. Both the
self analysis and peer analysis surveys are added in an effort for teachers to progress monitor the
effect of building conversation skills, which is difficult to assess and monitor. The next section
of this chapter will describe who was kept in mind when designing the project.
Participants and Setting
The mathematics curriculum was designed for fifth grade Spanish language learners and
teachers in a dual language one-way immersion program with a 50:50 model, or with a
classroom with a designated Spanish Math block. Although the curriculum was designed to meet
the needs of increasing mathematical conversations, the idea of supplementing explicit
instruction of conversational skills into other content areas can be used as a base. It is highly
recommended to explicitly reinforce such conversational skills in various academic settings
(Zwiers, 2014; 2019; Zwiers & Crawford, 2011). The project was created for Spanish language
learners in Southern California public schools, specifically in the east county area of San Diego
where Spanish is not predominantly found within the community.
This curriculum was created for 5th grade students in a Spanish Immersion program in
east San Diego county. The east county program was designed based on Canadian French
Immersion schools where students are immersed in a second language. The east county school
typically serves heritage language learners, Native Spanish speakers and native English
speakers. In this setting, of 30 students, 50 % or 15 out of 30 students are Heritage Language
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learners who have some familiarity and limited support with the target language at home either
through family members or extended family. Ten percent (10%) or 3 out of 30 students are
native Spanish speakers, who were previously identified as English language learners and have
Spanish support at home. Forty percent (40%) or 12 out of 30 students are native English
speakers who have little to no home support in the targeted language.
Geographically, the school is located in east county San Diego where English is not only
predominant, but highly prestigious. It is one of three Immersion programs found throughout the
district. The Spanish Immersion program is a small strand within the school. Many of the
students are only exposed to the target language at school, and even more limited to the
classroom. As noted in the literature review, language status and attitudes found both in the
school and within the community highly contribute to the ongoing struggle to maintain the
integrity and status of the Spanish language within the classroom. Although the school policies
and information are provided in English and Spanish at the front office, they are not carried forth
in both languages throughout the campus. The lack of language status can be found from only
having standardized testing available in English, limited amount of Spanish library books, to the
limited Spanish speaking staff and the non-existent Spanish assemblies, school announcements,
after school programs / events.
The topic alone can be addressed in an additional project or thesis. Nonetheless, these
factors were taken into account when designing curriculum to not only engage students, but
motivate students into developing Spanish conversational skills that apply to their real world
setting. Theoretically and ideally, my teacher hopes and dreams are for my students to ultimately
be the driving force for the much-needed change within their school and community. I merely
would love to facilitate their passion for their bilingualism.
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Instruments
The unit designed focuses on the development of mathematical academic conversations
in the targeted language, Spanish. The 13-lesson unit is intended to be used alongside with the 5th
grade adopted math curriculum, Everyday Math by McGraw Hill. Academic conversations are
explicitly defined and introduced at the beginning of the designed curriculum then practiced, as
Zwiers suggests, throughout the entire unit. As Krashen suggests, students are presented with
authentic real-world problems as 3 part activities in the unit where they are granted with scaffold
opportunities to engage in their Spanish language development. Zwiers’ suggestions on building
academic language proficiency and strategies for academic conversations from his books,
Building Academic Language and Next Steps With Academic Conversations were a huge
influence in designing the activities of this unit.
First, I modified and adapted Gojak and Miles’ plan page as my lesson templates. I came
across their “plan page” in one of my school's adopted resource books The Common Core
Mathematics Companion: The Standards Decoded, Grades 3-5, used during professional
development. The reason I selected their plan page was because of their focus on developing
students’ mathematical reasoning and critical thinking by breaking down mathematical standards
and including mathematics standards for practices into their lessons. However, for the purposes
of developing Spanish conversational skills, I added sections to include Spanish Language
Development Standards and language practices. The scaffolding provided throughout all 13
lessons not only focus on the scaffolding needed for the mathematical computation, but their
Spanish language development. Each lesson designed includes 5th grade: Mathematic CCSS and
Mathematical Practices (2013) in addition to Spanish Language Development CCSS (2012) and
NCSSFL-ACTFL (2017) Can-Do Statements Intermediate Low proficiency benchmarks.
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The scaffolding conversation skill sheets included in the unit were translated, modified and
adapted from Zwiers, O’Hara, & Pritchard (2014) off his website; JeffZwiers.org.
Table 3.1
Lesson Plan Template
Lesson # : Activity/Day
Mathematic Standard:
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
Spanish Language Development Standards:

Standards for Spanish Language Practice:

Goal:

Planning:
Materials:
Task Activities:

Differentiating Instruction:
Struggling Students:
Extension:
Activating Prior Knowledge:

Instructional Strategies:
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Guided Practice:
Independent Practice:
Check for Understanding:
Extension:
Closure/ Beyond:
Notes:

Formative and summative assessments are administered in every lesson. Exit slips and
student feedback provided in Peer Review rubrics and role papers are used to transition each
lesson into the following lesson. A few of the exit slips focus on the mathematical computation,
however the intentions are to monitor both the mathematical computations and the student’s
mathematical critical thinking and reasoning orally and written. Throughout the lessons student’s
peer to peer feedback / input will provide teachers with a means to measure and observe every
student conversation and the development of their writing. Some of the exit slips require students
to reflect on their progress throughout the progression on the unit. This not only allows students
to self-reflect and monitor, but gives insight to their learning and processing of their second
language. The use of recording via SeeSaw App lends itself to measure the effectiveness of daily
oral language whether it is being transferred into their writing as Zwiers suggests. The written
response rubric was translated and modified from a teacher created resource from a school in the
school district where this project takes place. The teacher oral response rubric was also modified
and adapted from Jeff Zwiers’ Math Argumentation and Reasoning Tool.
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Project Procedures
I began creating my curriculum by looking at my current school’s SBAC 2018-2019 data
and noted where 5th grade students struggled the most in math. I noticed many 5th graders
struggled in the area of reasoning when prompted with open ended questions. I also reflected on
my own classroom experiences and noted where I felt my students struggled most,
communicating in our program’s target language. Considering about 80% of what we do in the
classroom is academic based, I chose to focus my curriculum on building mathematical academic
conversations as a solution to increase student’s oral and written math reasoning and thinking
skills.
Next, I decided to create a supplemental project for 5th Grade Math in accordance with
the district wide adopted math curriculum, Everyday Math. Like various schools worldwide, my
school ended the school year with a non-mandated distance learning program due to the COVID
19 pandemic. Due to these school closures and uncertainty of the incoming students' success in
both the math curriculum and use of Spanish during distance learning, I took into account the
need to create a curriculum digitally friendly that can be used either virtually or in person. I
chose to design my curriculum in accordance to Unit One of our adopted math curriculum. Unit
One of Everyday Math focuses on Area and Volume. Over the past three years, as a 5th grade
teacher I have noted the basic multiplication skills and fact fluency in this unit sets a foundation
for the 5th grade common core state standards expectations of the adopted text. With the
unpredicted uncertainties and possible educational gaps, this first chapter lends itself to assess
the skills students learned in the previous year. It allows teachers to note if students have
acquired their multiplication fact fluency and if they have learned the inverse relationship it has
to division. Parallel to the adopted math curriculum, I decided to incorporate the explicit teaching
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of academic skills necessary to carry an academic mathematical conversation into my
supplementary curriculum. I was also inspired by Jeff Zwiers’ countless books on academic
conversations. I was specifically taken aback by his words that expressed the need to explicitly
teach students how to converse in an academic setting. Even more, he brought light to how as
educators whether explicitly or not, our very own profession is proof of having learned the skills.
Nonetheless, it is one we do not often stop to reflect on and naturally attribute to our educational
success. One in which we may overlook in the classroom and attribute to our students’ success
and failures. Upon reading those words, I quickly reflected on my presumed student’s resilience
to speak in the targeted language, Spanish. I often related to their inability to be rebellious or
their lacking of Spanish oral skills. As I read his work, I thought perhaps, it wasn’t their inability
or desire, perhaps I had not taught them how to engage in an academic conversation in a second
language that is not native to them nor dominant in their community. Perhaps they lacked the
structure and skills necessary to independently engage, make use and practice the learned
academic content/vocabulary with in a conversation.
After deciding on Unit One of Everyday Math, I looked at the 5th grade California
Common Core Mathematical Standards and noted the Standards for Mathematical Practice that
pertained to area and volume. Then, I identified the Spanish Language Development (SLD)
standards that supported my efforts to increase student engagement and interactions in academic
conversations. After identifying the standards and practices used, I coordinated a scope in
sequence to my curriculum using the provided timeline of Unit by Everyday Math. I adapted the
“planning page” template of a resource used at my school site, The Common Core Mathematic
Companion: The Standards Decoded (Gorjak & Miles, 2015). I adapted the original “planning
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page” template to incorporate the SLD standards and practices. I also changed “sample” activity
to “task” activity to better suit my project's goals.
Although the task activities found in this curriculum were purposely created using Power
Point Slides in effort to accommodate the needs of teachers and students, the curriculum was
created in an effort to incorporate technology into the students’ learning process. Hard copies
may be printed for both the teacher and students to be completed as a paper and pencil activity or
teachers may upload them to their digital management system being used during distance
learning. Both are strongly encouraged while in person teaching. It allows students who struggle
with the technology piece to get their ideas out on paper first. Materials can also be adapted to be
used in other learning apps such as SeeSaw and Flip Grid as I intend to use in my teaching. Both
Flip Grid and SeeSaw are used for formative and summative assessment of the student’s
language development. Those who wish to use it digitally will need an electronic device with
access to camera/video settings in addition to internet access. The design was created with access
to Google Classroom as the digital management system, therefore google applications such as
Google Forms, Power Point Slides are needed for the formative assessments. For those using the
curriculum as a supplement to McGraw Hill’s Everyday Math 5th Grade Curriculum you will
need the teacher /student online digital component to coordinate activities.
Summary of Chapter
Elementary students in One Way Immersion language programs may not only find it
difficult to engage and sustain in an academic conversation, but even more difficult to explain
their critical thinking and reasoning in a second language that is not reinforced with in their
environment. This curriculum was designed to engage and motivate students to speak in the
targeted language by developing and strengthening the necessary skills to interact with their
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peers by providing them with authentic real world mathematical problems found within their
environment and bring them into their classroom. Although the focus of the activities found in
the curriculum are centered on Mathematic CCSS, the development of their second language
proficiency and bilingual achievement is woven into the authentic activities centered on their
interests.
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Chapter Four: Project
Curriculum / Workshop Overview
Language teachers have noted that despite the amount of years a student has been in the
school’s One Way Immersion program, the students’ oral and written proficiency levels by fifth
grade are not significantly different than those in younger grade levels. In fact, teachers find it
even more difficult to enforce students to sustain in the targeted language within their
classrooms. In order for students to become more engaged and motivated to learn a second
language, let alone produce output in a second language content needs to be student centered and
applicable to the world around them (Martin-Beltran, 2009). Students must also be provided with
multiple opportunities within a low-anxiety environment that is built on safe relationships much
like those found when they acquired their native language (Krashen, 1981). These considerations
along with environmental factors such as language status, home support, Mathematica CCSS and
Spanish Language Development CCSS expectations highlighted the need for a curriculum that
further develops the mathematical reasoning and thinking skills Mathematic CCSS demands
while acquiring a second language. The guiding questions for this project were:
1. How can the explicit implementation of academic math conversations increase
fifth grade students’ communication and reasoning in their written open ended
math prompts?
2. How do academic conversations support the oral and written productions of
Spanish Academic Language?
3.

Can the explicit instruction of conversational skills increase student motivation to
engage and sustain in the targeted language, Spanish?
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The purpose of this project is to create a supplemental math curriculum that supports the
learning of fifth grade content and acquiring the target language both verbally and written. The
learned math concepts are enforced through a unit of engaging activities that focuses on students
building off each other’s ideas by learning the necessary skills to engage in academic
conversations. Throughout the unit students collaborate with one another in forming ideas,
constructing oral and written explanations for their critical thinking and reasoning and providing
constructive feedback to one another meanwhile receptively revising their work based on
provided input. The curriculum activities are based on 3 Act tasks that allow students to apply
learned math concepts into real world authentic problems. However, as noted in chapter two,
these 3 Act Tasks are only found in English which only adds to the status of a language.
Therefore, the activities found in this curriculum are in Spanish.
While the 3 part Spanish activities in the curriculum are centered around the 5th grade
Mathematic CCSS that focus on Volume and Mathematic practice that asks students to make
sense of problems and persevere in solving them. The manner in which they carry out the
activities through the development and practice of academic conversations that allow students to
practice the targeted language is centered around the 5th grade Spanish Language Development
CCSS and ACTFL Intermediate Low Proficiency benchmark Can-Do Statements. The Academic
Conversations in Mathematics unit consists of 13 lessons in addition to a pre-assessment. It is
designed to be used at the beginning of the school year as a supplemental unit to the adopted
math curriculum Everyday Math by McGrawHill. The scope in sequence is found in table 4.1.
Each lesson is designed for approximately a 60-minute language block. There is a repetition
emphasis on practicing academic conversational skills. Technology is used in order to assess the
progress of students’ oral proficiency and as a means of differentiating for those who may need
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the scaffolding. A Math Notebook with a designated Math Conversations section is kept in order
for students to work problems out, make notes, attach skill sheets & rubrics and to reference
learned math concepts / strategies and use them when reflecting. Sets of Power Point Slides were
created with the current demands of Distance Learning during COVID.
The first set of Power Point Slides provide the resources needed for the first lesson that
introduces Conversaciones academicas. As Zweirs suggested, students will act out what good
and bad academic conversations look and sound like in order to collectively establish
conversational norms for the classroom. The second set of Power Point Slides, Unidad 1:
Actividades has the 3 part activities that will be used to facilitate the academic conversations.
The third set of Power Point Slides, Unit1: Assessments & Rubrics provides the pre/post
assessments, exit slips and student evaluation sheets needed throughout the unit.
The unit begins with a pre assessment that focuses on the critical thinking and reasoning
of solving a problem, then introduces academic conversations by defining academic
conversations and collectively establishing rules and norms for classroom expectations of
academic conversations. Once the academic conversation rules and norms have been established,
lessons 2-4 explicitly teach and develop conversational skills where students learn how to
elaborate and ask questions in homogenous pairs to better understand each other’s thinking and
reasoning. Students are also taught how to give one another constructive feedback to later use to
improve their written explanations. Lesson 5 seeks to assess student progress in their
understanding of finding the area of a rectangle with a side has a fraction measurement and the
development of the students’ Spanish oral and written critical thinking and reasoning skills.
Lessons 6 and 7 introduces students to the process of a group FishBowl academic conversation
activity while comparing the volume of two fish tanks. Lessons 8 and 9 allow students to
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practice the group FishBowl activity with little to no teacher instruction as they find the volume
of small cookie boxes within an odd shaped prism. By having students in heterogeneous groups,
all students are exposed or challenged to different strategies and ways of thinking. Within the
lessons, students are assessing each other’s conversational skills by taking on an observational
role. Although the student’s goal is to assess their peers, the expectation is students will process
and internalize the listed expectations and adapt the skills when it is their turn to be observed.
Even more pleasing, students take the responsibility of enforcing the use of the targeted language
and take a bit of the pressure off the teachers. Lesson 10 seeks to assess student progress in
understanding of calculating the volume of a prism and the development of the students’ Spanish
oral and written critical thinking and reasoning skills. In the last two lessons, 11 and 12, students
are once again paired with homogeneous like partners. There are hopes that in the last four
lessons the exposure of multiple strategies will have impacted all learners to new strategies and
enforced the learned vocabulary. Students will once again drive their conversations and allow the
teacher to facilitate and intervene only when necessary.
The three part activities used in this unit were created based on the student interests based
on the everyday conversations I have with students either in our morning meetings or during
recess and lunch. All work provided to students and for teacher use are provided via hyperlinks
at the end of each lesson and are included in Appendix A.
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Área y volumen: Conversaciones Académicas en Matemáticas para un programa de
inmersión de primaria en español
Area and Volume: Academic Conversation in Mathematics for an Elementary Spanish
Immersion Program

by
Monica Mello
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Table 4.1
Scope and Sequence
Lesson

Lesson Topic

Learning Objective

Intro.

Pre
Assessment:
Oral & Writing

Assess student understanding of area and a baseline for
students’ oral and written open ended responses.

1

Conversaciones
Académicas

Introduction to Academic Conversation:
Students will acquire an understanding of what Academics
Conversations are and are not by establishing classroom
academic conversation norms.

2

Actividad 1:
Día 1
Área de un
rectángulo

Activity 1 _ Day 1: Muro de Pelota
Students will be able to participate in signed conversations
creating a series of sentences to ask and answer questions
when discussing strategies used to solve the problem with
a partner and as a class.

3

Actividad 1:
Día 2
Área de un
rectángulo

Activity 1 _ Day 2: Muro de Pelota
Students will be able to ask clarifying questions to better
understand the reasoning of others while constructing their
own reasoning and meaning.

4

Actividad 1:
Día 3
Área de un
rectángulo

Activity 1 _Day 3: Muro de Pelota
Students will be able to revise their written explanation
and reasoning based on the feedback received from their
peers.

5

Area Progress
Monitor
Assessment:
Oral &
Writing

Assess student understanding of area and development
oral and written open ended responses.

6

Actividad 2:
Día 1
Volumen

Activity 2 _ Day 1: Comparando peceras
Student will be able to participate in “FishBowl” activity
by creating a series of sentences to ask and answer
questions when discussing strategies used to solve the
problem with a partner and as a class.

7

Actividad 2:
Día 2
Volumen

Activity 2 _ Day 2: Comparando peceras
Students will be able to ask clarifying questions to better
understand the reasoning of others while constructing their

Page
#
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own reasoning and meaning during“FishBowl” activity.
Student will be able to revise their written explanation and
reasoning based on the feedback received from their peers.
8

Actividad 3:
Día 1
Volumen con
dos formulas

Activity 3 _ Day1: Cajitas de galletas
Students will be able to participate in signed conversations
creating a series of sentences to ask and answer questions
when discussing strategies used to solve the problem with
a partner and as a class.

9

Actividad 3:
Día 2

Activity 3 _ Day1: Cajitas de galletas
Students will be able to ask clarifying questions to better
understand the reasoning of others while constructing their
own reasoning and meaning. Students will be able to
revise their written explanation and reasoning based on the
feedback received from their peers.

10

Volume
Progress
Assessment:
Oral &
Writing

Assess student understanding of volume and development
oral and written open ended responses.

11

Actividad 4:
Día 1
Volumen:
Cambiando
Unidades

Activity 4 _ Dia 1: Maleta de dinero
Students will be able to participate in signed conversations
creating a series of sentences to ask and answer questions
when discussing strategies used to solve the problem with
a partner and as a class.

12

Actividad 4:
Día 2 Volumen:
Cambiando
Unidades

Activity 4 _ Dia 2: Maleta de dinero
Students will be able to ask clarifying questions to better
understand the reasoning of others while constructing their
own reasoning and meaning. Students will be able to
revise their written explanation and reasoning based on the
feedback received from their peers.

13

Post
Assessment:
Oral & Writing

Assess student understanding of area & volume and
development oral and written open ended responses.

Pre-Assessment:
See Slides 2-3 from PowerPoint Slides Unit 1: Assessment & Rubrics
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Students will first answer both open ended questions on paper and then use their See Saw app on
their iPad to record themselves explaining their critical thinking and reasoning. The teacher
should grade the response with the following rubrics. These assessments allow the measurement
of students’ ability to participate in a mathematical conversation through the use of academic
vocabulary while demonstrating proficiency in the target language both in written and oral form.
Written Response Rubric
Nombre:

Fecha:

Rúbrica de explicación matemática
Organización y comunicación
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hace una reclamación
Ensena evidencia
Explica con razonamiento
Claro y conciso
Oraciones completas
Usa lenguaje matemático

Solución y precisión
Estrategia de matemática eficaz
● Usa información del problema
● Usa modelo/dibujo apropiado
● Respuesta correcta (o mínimo
errores)
●

4 Excede: Contiene los 6 criterios y

4 Excede: Contiene los 6 criterios y

3 Satisface : Contiene todas los 6 criterios

3 Satisface : Contiene todas los 6 criterios

2 Desarrollando: Contiene 3 a 5 de los

2 Desarrollando: Contiene 3 a 5 de los

1 Bajo de nivel: Contiene 2 o menos de los

1 Bajo de nivel: Contiene 2 o menos de los

razonamiento y uso de vocabulario excede
las expectativas

Criterios
Criterios

razonamiento y uso de vocabulario excede
las expectativas

criterios
criterios

Metas:

Modified and adapted from LSUSD 5th grade Team Resources
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Pre-Assessment: Oral Response Rubric
Teacher Assessment
3

2

1

0

Student uses formal
reasoning to support
claim(s)

Student uses preformal reasoning to
support claim(s)

Student uses external
authority to support claim

Student does not
attempt to support
claim(s) or attempt
is unclear.

Dimension 2Decontextualize: Uses
representations (
symbols, objects,
drawings, tables,
graphs, equations, ect.)
to describe the
mathematical situation

Student effectively
creates and uses
representation(s) to
clearly describe the
mathematical situation
of a problem and of
the reasoning(
thinking) for it.

Student creates and
uses representations to
describe the
mathematical situation
of a problem and/or
the reasoning (
thinking) for solving it,
but there is some lack
of clarity.

Student attempts to
use representations to
describe the mathematical
situation of a problem
and/or the reasoning (
thinking) for solving it, but
there is significant lack of
clarity/ relevance to the
problem..

Student does not
attempt to create or
use representations
to describe the
mathematical
situation.

Dimension 3Contextualize: Keeps
track of meanings of
the representations and
their units

Student clearly and
strategically attends to
what the
representations refer
to throughout the
problem solving
process.

Student attends to what
the representations
refer to during the
problem solving
process, but misses
some opportunities or
lacks some clarity in
what the
representations mean.

Student attempts to attends
to what the representations
refer to during the problem
solving process, but there is
significant lack of clarity
in what the representations
mean..

Student does not
attempt to create or
use representations
refer to during the
problem solving
process.

Dimension 4 Explain:
Uses language to
clearly explain
argumentation and
reasoning

Student effectively
and logically
organized and
connected language
(sentences, clauses,
and phrases, words) to
explain argumentation
and or reasoning.

Student used organized
and connected
statements to
partially explain
argumentation and or
reasoning.

Student attempts to use
organized and connected
language ( sentences,
clauses, phrases, words) to
explain argumentation and
or reasoning, but idea(s) are
unclear, disjointed illogical
and or irrelevant.

Student does not
attempt to use
language, uses only
single sentences or
does not attempts to
organize and
connect sentences to
explain

Dimension 5 Use of
Target Language
(Spanish)

Uses Spanish 90% of
the time

Uses Spanish 80% of
the time

Uses Spanish 70% of the
time

Uses Spanish 50%
of the time

Student Response:

Dimension 1Argue: Makes a claim
and supports its
mathematical truth
value.

Modified and adapted from Zwiers, J. (2019). Next Steps with Academic Conversations: New
Ideas for Improving Learning with Classroom Talk. Stenhouse Publishers. jeffzwiers.org
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Lesson 1: Introducciones a conversaciones académicas
Mathematical Standards:
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL. 1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
Goal:
Introduce Academic Conversation procedures and guidelines. Students will practice using the
provided skills sheet to orally collaborate with peers (pair share, small group and whole
group).
Planning:
Materials:

Power Point Slides to Introducciones a las conversaciones académicas
Copies of Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
Pre-select 6 students to help model “ bad conversations”
“ Bad conversation scenarios” printouts
Math Notebook with designated area for math conversations/talks
Chart Paper
Markers
Task Activities:
● Acting out “Good” and “Bad” academic conversations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Differentiating Instruction:
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with printouts
Struggling Students:
● Student copy of premade anchor chart to be cut and pasted in student math notebook
Extension:
Instructional Strategies:
Pre Assessment to Academic Conversations: (5 min)
1. Teacher will give students a Pre- Self-Assessment Survey.
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2. Students will take about 5 min to fill out the Pre-Self Assessment Survey found in
Power Point Slides: Introducciones a las conversaciones académicas.
Introduction to Academic Conversations: (5 min/ Whole Class)
3. Define and discuss what academic conversations are.
4. Teacher will create an anchor chart of what Academic Conversations are.
5. Students will copy the anchor chart in their math notebook.
Guided Practice: (20 min)
6. Teacher groups and hands the pre-selected students the Academic Conversations
scenarios.
7. Students will act out the scenarios one at a time.
8. Using the checklist anchor chart, Teacher will stop after each scenario and ask students
“Que hicieron mal?”
9. After going through the bad behaviors Teacher will ask what they believe Academic
Conversations should be like.
10. Students will brainstorm collaborative conversation norms and share their ideas.
11. Teacher creates an anchor chart with students- led classroom rules and expectations of
what academic conversation will look and sound like.
12. Teacher will display and refer to the anchor chart when needed.
13. Teacher will hand out the Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
and discuss with students.
Independent Practice: (10 min)
14. Teacher will divide students into groups of 3 to 4 or as fit to each class.
15. Teacher will have groups create a scenario of what a good academic conversation looks
and sounds like.
16. Using their Academic Conversations Skills Sheet, with their groups, students will
create a scenario that models good academic conversations.
Check for Understanding: ( 15 min)
17. Teacher will have student groups present their scenarios.
18. Students and Teachers will provide feedback to each group.
Closure/ Beyond: ( 2- 3 min)
19. Teacher will have students fill out the Post-Self Assessment.
20. Students will fill out the Post-Self-Assessment.
21. Teacher will front load the next lesson: “Mañana vamos aplicar lo que aprendimos hoy
a una actividad de matemáticas.”
Notes:
●

Teacher will us Post Self-Assessment to drive Lesson 2, Activating Prior knowledge.

See PowerPoint Slides: Introducción a las conversaciones académicas
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Lesson 2: Actividad 1~Día 1
Mathematic Standards:
5. NF.4b: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a
fraction or whole number by a fraction. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side
lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that
the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side
lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.
5.NBT.5:
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
SMP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
SMB6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL. 1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
Goal:
Students will engage in an academic conversation while solving a real world area problem.
Planning:
Materials:
● Power Point Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades; slides 3-6
● Copies of Power Point Slides 4-5 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Copies of Exit Slip #1, Slide12 from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments and
Rubrics
● Lined paper
Students should have from previous lesson
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Copies of Power Point Slides 4-5 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Student Math Notebook
Task Activities:
● Muro de pelota: slides 4-5
● Think Pair Share & Whole Class Collaboration
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Differentiating Instruction:
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Area Formula
Area= Longitude X Ancho
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App ( See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with Area Formula
Area= Longitude X Ancho
Area= Length X Width
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
● Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will review Lesson 1, and address students’ learning and clarify any questions
noted on student post survey.
2. Teacher may ask students to define academic conversations or share out loud what they
liked about academic conversations
3. Teacher will lead into the lesson’s activity.
Guided Practice: (7min)
4. Teacher will introduce the 3 part activity: Muro de pelota ( Wall Ball)
5. Teacher will display Slide 3 of Power Point Slides Unidad 1: Actividades and prompt
students to ask mathematical questions about the wall.
6. Students will provide some ideas. Such as Find How Tall? How wide? Area?
7. Teacher will pass out a copy of slide 4 of Unit 1: Actividades and have students
estimate the area of the Wall Ball.
8. Students will write an estimate of the area of the wall. They will provide an estimate
that is too low and an estimate that is too high as Teacher notes their estimates on
his/her copy.
9. Teacher will ask students what information they will need to actually find out the area
of the wall.
10. Students will ask for Length and Width of the sides of the Wall.
11. Teacher will provide students with a copy of Powerpoint Slide 5 of Unit 1: Actividades
the length and width of the wall.
Independent Practice: (15 min)
12. Teacher will ask students to think of strategies they can use to find the area/ multiply.
13. Students will be given 7 min to independently work on the problem.
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14. After 7 min, the teacher will ask students to turn to their partner and share the strategy
they used to solve the problem. Teacher will prompt students to use the Destreza de
Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas handout to guide their conversations.
15. Teacher will let students know that he/she will be calling on students to share their
partners strategies, therefore it is important that students explain their strategies really
well and for students to listen to their partner and ask for clarifying questions.
16. As students are working, teacher is walking around listening to the conversations.
Making note of the conversations. Providing positive feedback to the class. For
example “Me gusta como este par de amigos están usando el guía de destreza de
conversaciones. Estoy escuchando este grupo usando el vocabulario Ancho por
Alto”… etc.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
17. Teacher will ask for partners to volunteer. Students will be asked to share each
other's strategies.
18. Students will share each other's strategies.
19. Teacher will ask for another pair of students to share a DIFFERENT strategy. “¿Quién
nos puede enseñar otra estrategia que usaron para resolver el problema?”
20. Second pair of students will share their strategy.
21. Teacher will ask for one more pair of students to share a DIFFERENT strategy.
22. Third pair of students will share their strategy.
Extension: ( 15 min)
23. Teacher will pass out a blank piece of lined paper and ask students to pick a strategy
and with their partner write down the steps or “recipe” of how to use their strategy to
solve the problem.
24. With a partner, students will collaboratively write their critical thinking and reasoning
on how they solved the problem.
25. Teacher will collect and use the students’ written responses for the following lesson
and to assess what needs to be addressed in following lesson
Closure/ Beyond: 2-3 min
26. Teacher will pass out Exit Slip #1 from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments
&Rubrics.
27. Students will fill out Exit Slip #1.
28. Teacher will front load the following lesson: “Mañana vamos usar estas direcciones
para resolver el problema usando “la receta” de nuestros compañeros y evaluar las
direcciones de nuestros compañeros.”
Notes:
●

Teacher will need to review the students written “directions/ recipe” to drive their
Lesson 3 instructions based on the students’ needs. Teacher can type them and leave
them anonymous so students can’t identify each other’s work.

See Slides 3-6 from PowerPoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades
See Slide 12 from PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1:Assessments & Rubrics, slides
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Lesson 3: Actividad 1~ Día 2
Mathematic Standards:
5.NF.4b Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a
fraction or whole number by a fraction. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side
lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that
the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side
lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.
5.MD.1 Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. Convert
among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g.,
convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real-world problems.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
SMP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
SMP4: Model with mathematics.
SMP6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL. 1c Comprensión y colaboración. Participan eficazmente en una serie de
conversaciones colaborativas (en pares, en grupos y dirigidas por el maestro) con diversos
compañeros sobre temas y textos de quinto grado, elaborando sobre las ideas de los demás y
expresando las propias con claridad. (c) Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
5. SL.1d Comprensión y colaboración. Participan eficazmente en una serie de
conversaciones colaborativas (en pares, en grupos y dirigidas por el maestro) con diversos
compañeros sobre temas y textos de quinto grado, elaborando sobre las ideas de los demás y
expresando las propias con claridad. (d) Revisan las ideas clave expresadas y hacen
conclusiones tomando en cuenta la información y el conocimiento obtenido de las
conversaciones previas.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can revise and edit key ideas shared in a conversation to better express my own ideas in
writing.
Goal:
Students will co-construct a written response that explains the critical thinking and reasoning
of solving a problem by engaging in an academic conversation.
Planning:
Materials:
● Student responses from lesson 2
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Student iPad ( if needed)
Copy of Written Rubric Powerpoint Slide 9 of PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1Assessments
& Rubrics
● Document Camera/ Overhead projector
● Copies of Exit Slip #2, Slide 13 of PowerPoint Slides Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Students should have from previous lesson
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Copies of Power Point Slides 4-5 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Student Math Notebook
Task Activities:
● Revise and edit written response based on peer feedback
●
●

Differentiating Instruction:
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Intentional Grouping
● Graphic Organizers- Sequencing
Struggling Students:
● Sentence Starters
● Student Fill in worksheet
● Allow student to pre-write in English first
Extension:
● Have students explain two strategies
● Have students compare and contrast between their strategy and the one their partner
used.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will access students’ knowledge of the prior day and remind students how they
wrote directions or a recipe for their strategy.
2. Teacher will have students join the same partner they had the previous lesson and
together use “the directions/recipe” they were given and solve the problem by ONLY
using the “recipe” provided.
3. Students will swap the written responses collected from the previous lesson with
another pair of students.
Independent Practice: (10min)
4. Students will be given about five minutes to use their peer’s written directions/recipe to
solve the problem.
5. Teacher will ask both pairs of students to form a group of four and provide each other
with feedback.
● Pairs of students will form a group of four and provide each other with feedback using
the “Agregar y apoyo” section of the Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de
matemáticas.
6. Teacher will walk around and monitor the discussions. Based on the teacher's
observations, if possible, the teacher will select 3 examples: excellent, good, and bad or
the teacher can select one to drive the guided practice discussion.
7. Teacher will recollect all the papers.
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Guided Practice: (15 min)
8. Teacher will pass out a copy of the Written Response Rubric and ask students as a
whole group to provide feedback on the 3 examples by using the provided rubric.
9. Teacher will ask students to help write out the thinking and reasoning of one of the
shared strategies.
10. Students will help construct the teacher’s written response and copy into their Math
Notebook
Independent Practice: (10 min)
11. Teacher will have students independently write their own written response.
12. Using their copy of Powerpoint Slide 5 of Unidad1: Activities and notes in their Math
Notebooks, students will write a written response in their math notebook that explains
their critical thinking and reasoning of the strategy they used to solve the Muro de
pelota problem.
Check for Understanding (10 min)
13. As a whole group, Teacher will review each criteria noted on the Written Response
Rubric and encourage students to make revisions to their responses.
14. Teacher will lead the discussion by asking “¿Cuál es una de los criterios que
necesitamos incluir en la explicación? ¿Quién nos puede dar otro criterio?” and so forth
15. Students will revise and edit their own responses as the teacher & students review the
criteria.
Extension: (5 min)
16. Teacher will have students orally record their responses using SeeSaw app.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
17. Teacher will hand out Exit Slip #2 provided in PowerPoint Slides:Unit1: Assessments
& Rubrics
18. Students will fill out the Exit Slip#2
Notes:
●

Teacher can use a Running Record to make note of Observations.

See Slide 9 & 13 from PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1:Assessments & Rubrics
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Lesson 4: Actividad 1 ~Día 3
Mathematic Standards:
5.NF.4b: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a
fraction or whole number by a fraction. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side
lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that
the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side
lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP 7: Look for and make use of structure.
SMP 8: Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.2.:Comprensión y colaboración. Resumen un texto leído en voz alta o información
presentada en diversos medios de comunicación y formatos visuales, cuantitativos y orales.
5.SL.3.:Comprensión y colaboración. Resumen los puntos que ofrece un hablante y explican
cómo cada afirmación se sustenta con razones y evidencia.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can use both oral and written feedback from my peers to revise and edit my written response.
Goal:
Students will peer review their written responses and provide feedback. Based on peer
feedback students will revise and edit their written responses.
Planning:
Materials:
● Student responses from lesson 2
● Copies of Peer Editing Written Response, Slide 24 of PowerPoint Slides Unit 1:
Assessments & Rubrics
● Copies of Exit Slip #3, Slide 14 of PowerPoint Slides Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Students should have from previous lesson
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Copies of PowerPoint Slides 4-5 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Copy of Written Rubric Powerpoint Slide 9 of PowerPoint Slides: Unit
1Assessments&Rubrics
● Student Math Notebook
Task Activities:
Revise and edit written response based on peer feedback
Differentiating Instruction:
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
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● Check off list or additional copies of Written Response Rubric
Struggling Students:
● Intentional Grouping
● List of transitional words
Extension:

Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will briefly review the Written Response criteria discussed in lesson 3
by prompting students to recall what was learned.
2. Teacher will encourage students to use their Destreza de conversaciones
constructivas de matematicas to share their ideas.
3. Students will recall the criteria either by memory or by looking at their copy of
the Written Response Rubric provided.
Guided Practice: (5 min)
4. Teacher will have students take out their Math Notebooks and turn to their
Muro de pelota written response.
5. Teacher will discuss the use of transitional words used in math and make
connections to how they are used in language arts. Teacher will ask students to
highlight the transition words they used in their written response.
6. Students will highlight or if needed, add transitional words that demonstrate the
sequence of their critical thinking and reasoning to their written responses.
7. Teacher will explain how to use the Peer Edit Written Response Powerpoint
Slide 24 from Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics and give each other constructive
feedback that requires students to give a compliment on something they did
well, a suggestion on what to fix and a question they may have.
Independent Practice: (15 min)
8. For about 5 min, in pairs, students will swap notebooks and peer edit their
written responses and provide feedback by using the Peer Edit Written
Response.
9. Teacher will ask student pairs to verbally provide feedback and remind them to
reference their Destreza de conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas.
10. After providing feedback students will be asked to revise and edit their written
and oral responses.
Check for Understanding: (5-10 min)
11. Teacher will ask for volunteers to share their peer feedback and final written
response.
12. Students will share their feedback and written responses.
Extension: (10 min)
13. Teacher will ask students to listen to their recordings from lesson 3 and rerecord their oral response to correct any errors or mistakes.
14. Students will take a picture of their written response and submit with their
recording using SeeSaw app.
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15. Teacher will share the last Powerpoint Slide for Muro de pelota, slide 6 of
PowerPoint Slides: Unidad1: Actividades.
16. Students will be able to check their work and if needed make adjustments to
their paper, but may not change the response that was turned in.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
17. Students will be given an Exit Slip #3 from PowerPoint Slides Unit1:
Assessments & Rubrics; slide 14
18. That will ask them to reflect on their original response from Lesson 2.
Notes:
●

Exit Slip #3 has students self-reflect on their use of English in their Spanish
Conversations.

See Slide 11 &17 from PowerPoint Slides in Unit1: Assessment
See Slide 6 from Powerpoint Slides in Unidad 1: Actividades
Lesson 5: Progress Monitor
Mathematical Standard:
5.NF.4b: Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a
fraction or whole number by a fraction. Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side
lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate unit fraction side lengths, and show that
the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. Multiply fractional side
lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
SMP2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively
SMP4: Model with mathematics.
SMP6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL. 4. Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas Hacen un informe sobre un tema o texto o
presentan una opinión, ordenando la secuencia de ideas de forma lógica y usando hechos
apropiados y detalles descriptivos relevantes para apoyar las ideas o temas principales,
hablando con claridad a un ritmo comprensible.
5.SL.5. Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas. Incluyen componentes de medios
múltiples (ejemplo: gráficas, sonido) y efectos visuales en las presentaciones cuando es
adecuado para mejorar el desarrollo de las ideas o temas principales.
5.SL. 6. Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas. Adaptan el discurso a una variedad de
contextos y tareas, usando el español formal cuando es adecuado a la tarea y situación. (Ver los
estándares 1 y 3 de lenguaje del quinto grado para expectativas específicas).
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
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I can use learned information from previous lessons to form an oral and written response on a
given idea.
Goal:
Assess student progress on understanding of finding the area of a rectangle with fractional side
lengths and the development of their written critical thinking and reasoning.
Planning:
Materials:
● Copies of Powerpoint Slide 6 from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
● Correcting Pens for students or any colored utensil
Task Activities:
Area Progress Monitor Assessment
Differentiating Instruction:
● Provide students with Area Formula
Area= Longitude X Ancho
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App ( See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with Area Formula
Area= Longitude X Ancho
Area= Length X Width
● Multiplication chart
● Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
● Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will quickly review how to find the area of a rectangle with students.
2. Students will recall the use of the formula “ A= Longitud X Ancho”
Independent Practice: (15 -20 min)
3. Teacher will hand out the quick assessment, read aloud the question.
4. Students will complete the quick assessment.
Check for Understanding: (15 min)
5. After collecting the assessments. Teacher will ask students to share which
strategies they used to solve the question.
6. Students will share their strategies.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
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7. Teacher will then select one of the strategies and provide an example of a
possible written explanation.
Note:
●

Teacher will proceed with curriculum lesson without any additional supplemental
lessons. Curriculum lesson introduces volume at this time.

See Slide 6 from PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics, slides
Lesson 6 : Actividad 2 ~Dia 1 Comparando peceras
Mathematical Standard:
5.MD.3 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement
5.MD.4Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm,
cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units.
5.NBT.5 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition
and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
SMP2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
SMP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
SMP6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL.1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
5.SL.1c Comprensión y colaboración Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
Goal:
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In groups, students will compare and contrast the volume of two fish tanks by engaging in a
Fish Bowl academic conversation.
Materials:
● PowerPoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades; slides 8-10
● Copies of PowerPoint Slides: 8-10 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Copies of Grupo de “FishBowl”PowerPoint Slides: 12-16 of Unit 1: Assessments
● Predetermined groups of 4.
● Clipboards
● At least stopwatch/timer for the whole class or one per group.
Students Should have from Previous Lessons
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Student Math Notebook
Task Activities:
● Unidad 1: Actividades~ Comparando peceras slides 8-10
● Fish Bowl Group Discussions Activity
Differentiating Instruction:
● Intentional Grouping and assigning of group roles
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Volume Formula
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App (See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with volume formulas in English and Spanish:
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volume= Length X Width X Height
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
● Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will review how to calculate volume and stress the difference between
volume and area. 2D vs 3D.
2. Students will recall how to calculate volume by measuring not only the length
and width, but height as well.
Guided Practice: (15-20 min)
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3. Before starting the activity teacher will place students into predetermined
groups of 4.
4. Teacher will display Comparando peceras: Slide 8of Unidad1: Actividades and
prompt students to ask mathematical questions about the wall.
5. Students will provide some ideas. Such as Find How Tall? How wide?
Area? Volume?
6. Teacher will pass out a copy of slide 9 of Unit 1: Actividades and have students
estimate the volume of each fish tank.
7. Independently, students will write an estimate of each fish tank. They will
provide an estimate that is too low and an estimate that is too high.
8. Teacher will ask for estimates and write a teacher copy of the slide 9. Students
will offer their estimates.
9. Teacher will ask students what information they will need to actually calculate
the volume of the fish tanks.
10. Independently, students will ask for Length, Width and Height of the sides of
each fish tank.
11. Teacher will provide a copy of Powerpoint Slide 10 of Unidad 1: Actividades
that displays the Length, Width and Height of each fish tank.
12. Teacher will ask students to think of strategies they can use to calculate the
volume / multiply.
13. Independently, students will calculate the volume of each fish tank.
14. Teacher will ask students put their work aside and introduce their
“Conversation activity”
15. Teacher will display and discuss Powerpoint Slide 9 from Power Point Slides:
Introduccion de conversaciones académicas . Teacher will introduce the
FishBowl Activity by combining two groups of four to form a group of 8.
Teacher will describe how one group will be “inside” the fish bowl discussing
their strategies, while the other group will be observing them “outside” the fish
bowl. Teacher will give groups 10 seconds to decide which group will be
inside the fishbowl and which group will be on the outside.
16. Teacher will then display Powerpoint Slide 10- 14 of Power Point Slides:
Introducción de conversaciones académicas and describe the role of those
“outside” the fishbowl as observers. Calidad #1 is in charge of
observing/assessing a portion of the quality of the discussion. Calidad #2 is in
charge of observing/assessing the other portion of quality. Cantidad is in charge
of observing and noting who is participating, how much they are participating
and the use of English in their discussion. Oficial de tiempo is in charge of
keeping track of time and providing questions, comments and feedback to the
group at the end of their designated time.
17. After describing the roles, the teacher will ask for any clarifying questions.
18. If needed, students will ask questions.
19. After answering questions, the teacher will purposefully assign students a role
and give them their corresponding paper (slides 11-14).
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20. Before allowing students to continue with FishBowl discussion. Students will
be asked to take and use the Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de
matemáticas handout to guide their conversations.
Independent Practice: (20-30 min)
21. Teacher will give Group A will be given about 8 min to discuss their strategies.
Meanwhile, teacher will also be monitoring group discussions and keeping
records of their interactions/ conversations.
22. After about 8 min, the teacher will give Group B about 2 minutes to give Group
A feedback and ask questions.
23. Teacher will ask groups to switch positions and distribute Group A their role
paper.
24. Group B will be given 8 min to discuss their strategies. After 8 min, Group A
will be prompted to ask Group B any questions and provide them with
feedback.
Check for Understanding:
Extension:
Closure/ Beyond: (5 min)
25. Teacher will briefly provide an overview of what he/she observed and ask
students for feedback about the Fishbowl activity
26. As a group, students will share their experiences.
27. Teacher will handout Exit Slip #3
28. Students will fill out and turn in Exit Slip #3
Note:

Teacher will use student Feedback from Exit Slip #3 to clarify any questions or address
any suggestions in Lesson 7.
● Teacher will want to collect and staple the student’s Group Fishbowl Role papers.
● Teacher may want to make copies for his/her own running records. These papers will
be used in Lesson 7 as well.
●

See Slides 8-10 from PowerPoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades
See Slide from PowerPoint Slides: Introducción de conversaciones académicas
See Slide 17 from PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Lesson 7: Actividad 2 ~Día 2
Mathematical Standards:
5.MD.3 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement.
5.MD.4 Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and
improvised units.
5.NBT.5 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition
and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume.
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Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
SMP5: Use appropriate tools strategically.
SMP6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL.1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
5.SL.1c Comprensión y colaboración Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
5.SL.1d. Comprensión y colaboración Revisan las ideas clave expresadas y hacen
conclusiones tomando en cuenta la información y el conocimiento obtenido de las
conversaciones previas.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
I can communicate information, make presentations and express my thoughts about familiar
topics using sentences and series of connected sentences through spoken, written or signed
language.
Goal:
In groups, students will co-construct a written response that explains the critical thinking and
reasoning of solving a problem by engaging in a Fish Bowl academic conversation.
Materials:
● Power Point Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades; slides 8-11
● Copies of Peer Review Written Response Rubric, Slide 24, from Power Point Slides
Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
● Chart Paper
● Copies of Exit Slip #5, Slide 16, from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments &
Rubrics
Students Should have from Previous Lessons
● Student Math Notebook
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Copies of Grupo de “FishBowl”Power Point Slides: 12-16 of Introducciones de
conversaciones académicas
● Copies of Power Point Slides: 8-10 of Unidad 1: Actividades
Task Activities:
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Unidad 1: Actividades~ Comparando peceras slides 8-11
Fish Bowl Group Discussions Activity

Differentiating Instruction:
● Intentional Grouping and assigning of group roles
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Volume Formula
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App (See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with volume formulas in English and Spanish:
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volume= Length X Width X Height
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will review previous lesson and address any of the questions or
concerns brought up in Exit Slip #4.
2. Students will recall their Fishbowl discussions from the previous lesson.
3. Teacher will ask students to take out their Destreza de Conversaciones
constructivas de matemáticas and utilize it during our whole class
discussion.
Guided Practice: (7-10 min)
4. Teacher will ask the same groups from the previous lesson to form and have a
few share their work and explain the strategy their group decided to use to solve
the problem.
5. Groups will explain the strategy selected and how they resolved the problem.
Groups not presenting will have the opportunity to ask questions and offer
feedback.
6. Teacher will then instruct students to collaboratively write a written response
that explains their critical thinking and reasoning in solving the problem.
Teacher will reference the Peer Review Written Response Rubric to set the
expectations of their written response.
Independent Practice: (30 min)
7. Teacher will hand each group a copy of a Peer Review Written Response
Rubric.
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8. In their groups of four students, on a piece of chart paper, students will
constructively write a written response that includes the criteria listed on the
Peer Review Written Response Rubric.
9. After about 10 min Teachers will ask the groups to join the second group they
were paired with the previous lesson.
10. Each group will swap papers and follow the “recipe” to solve the problem. Each
student will have to “try the recipe” in their Math Notebook. The student who
had the role of “Oficial de tiempo” in the previous lesson will be in charge of
filling out the Peer Review Written Response Rubric with the help of his/her
group members. Groups will have to collectively provide feedback for them.
11. After about 5 minutes, groups will be given the opportunity to verbally provide
each other feedback.
12. Groups will be asked to revise and edit their responses.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
29. Teacher will ask for groups to volunteer.
30. First Group of students will share each other's strategies.
31. Teacher will ask for another group of students to share a DIFFERENT strategy.
“¿Quién nos puede enseñar otra estrategia que usaron para resolver el problema?”
32. Second group of students will share their strategy.
33. Teacher will ask for the final group of students to share a DIFFERENT strategy.
34. Third group of students will share their strategy.
Extension: (5 min)
35. Teacher will ask students to assess which strategy is more efficient and explain their
reasoning.
36. Students will be given a few minutes to discuss with their shoulder partner and then
share out loud.
37. Teacher will share the last Powerpoint Slide for Comparando peceras, slide 11 of
Power Point Slides: Unidad1: Actividades.
38. Groups will be able to check their work and if needed make adjustments to their chart
paper.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
39. Teacher will handout Exit Slip# 5
40. Students will fill out and turn in Exit Slip #5
See Slides 8-11 from PowerPoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades
See Slides 16 & 24 from PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Lesson 8: Actividad 3 ~Día 1
Mathematic Standards:
5.MD.3b Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps
or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units
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5.MD.4 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm,
cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units.
5.NBT.5 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition
and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
SMP2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
SMP6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL.1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
5.SL.1c Comprensión y colaboración Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
Goal:
In groups, students will calculate the amount of small cookie boxes by engaging in a Fish
Bowl academic conversation.
Materials:
● Slides for Cajitas de galletas from Power Point Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades; slides
13-15
● Copies of Power Point Slides13-15 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Copies of Peer Review Written Response Rubric, Slide 24, from Power Point Slides
Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
● Chart Paper & Markers
● Copies of Exit Slip #6, Slide 17, from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments &
Rubrics
● Groups sets of copies of Grupo de “FishBowl” Power Point Slides: 12-16 of
Introducciones de conversaciones académicas
Students Should have from Previous Lessons
● Student Math Notebook
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
Task Activities:
● Unidad 1: Actividades~ Cajitas de galletas slides 13-15
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Students drive “ FishBowl” discussion

Differentiating Instruction:
● Intentional Grouping and assigning of group roles
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Volume Formula
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App (See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with volume formulas in English and Spanish:
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volume= Length X Width X Height
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
● Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will review how to calculate volume and stress the difference between
volume.
2. Students will recall how to calculate volume by measuring not only the length
and width, but height as well.
Guided Practice: (5- 10 min)
3. Before starting the activity teacher will place students into predetermined
groups of 4.
4. Teacher will display Cajitas de galletas: Slide 13 of Unidad1: Actividades and
prompt students to ask mathematical questions about the wall of boxes.
5. Students will provide some ideas. Such as Find How Tall? How wide?
Area? Volume? How many boxes of cookies?
6. Teacher will pass out a copy of slide 14 of Unit 1: Actividades and have
students estimate the amount of small boxes of cookies.
7. Independently, students will write an estimate of a total amount of cookie?
They will provide an estimate that is too low and an estimate that is too high.
8. Teacher will ask for estimates and write a teacher copy of slide 14 as Students
offer their estimates.
9. Teacher will ask students what information they will need to actually calculate
the volume of small boxes.
10. Independently, students will ask for Length, Width and Height of the stacks of
boxes and how many small boxes of cookies are in each large box.
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11. Teacher will provide a copy of Powerpoint Slide 15 of Unidad 1: Actividades
that displays states there are 5 boxes stacked length wise, 4 boxes wide and 7
boxes high. Each large box contains 12 small boxes of cookies.
12. Teacher will ask students to think of strategies they can use to calculate the
volume of small boxes of cookies.
Independent Practice: (20-30 min)
13. Teacher will ask students to turn to their pair partner and discuss their ideas on
how to solve the problem.
14. Student will turn to their partners and share their ideas. Teacher will encourage
students to use their Destaraza de conversaciones académicas.
15. After about four minutes, teacher will ask students to independently solve the
problem.
16. After about 5 minutes, teacher will ask students to join their “FishBowl”
groups. Group B to be inside the “FishBowl” and group A be on the outside of
the “FishBowl”. Teacher will hand out Group Role papers to group A and a
piece of chart paper for group B.
17. Each group will roughly have about 7 minutes to discuss their strategies and
decide on a strategy.
18. Meanwhile, teacher will be monitoring group discussions and keeping records
of their interactions/ conversations.
19. Teacher will give Group A about 2 minutes to give Group B feedback and ask
questions.
20. Teacher will ask groups to switch positions and distribute Group B their role
paper and chart paper for Group A.
21. Group A will be given time to discuss their strategies before Group B is
prompted to ask Group A any questions and provide them with feedback.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
22. Teacher will ask a couple of groups to share the strategies that they decided on.
23. 3 groups will share their strategies.
Extension: (5 min)
24. Teacher will give students 5 min to independently start to write out their critical
thinking and reasoning “recipe” .
25. Students will independently write their written response in their Math
Notebooks.
Closure/ Beyond: (5 min)
26. Teacher will handout Exit Slip # 5
27. Students will fill out and handout Exit Slip #5.
Note: Students will be using their independent written response in the next lesson. Teacher
should be stepping back and allow students to drive the discussion. Teacher will want to
collect and staple the student’s Group Fishbowl Role papers. Teacher might want to make
copies for his/her own running records. These papers will be used in Lesson 9 as well.
See Slides 16 & 24 PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1:Assessments & Rubrics, slides
See Slides 13-15 Powerpoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades
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Lesson 9: Actividad 3 ~Día 2
Mathematic Standards:
5.MD.3aGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement. A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit
cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to measure volume.
5.MD.3b Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps
or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units
5.MD.4 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm,
cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
MP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
MP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
MP6: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL.1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
5.SL.1c Comprensión y colaboración Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
5.SL.1d. Comprensión y colaboración Revisan las ideas clave expresadas y hacen
conclusiones tomando en cuenta la información y el conocimiento obtenido de las
conversaciones previas.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
I can communicate information, make presentations and express my thoughts about familiar
topics using sentences and series of connected sentences through spoken, written or signed
language.
Goal:
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In groups, students will co-construct a written response that explains the critical thinking and
reasoning of solving a problem by engaging in a Fish Bowl academic conversation.
Materials:
● Slides for Cajitas de galletas from Power Point Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades; slides
13-16
● Chart Paper & Markers
● Copies of Exit Slip #7, Slide 18, from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments &
Rubrics
Students Should have from Previous Lessons
● Student Math Notebook
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Copies of Power Point Slides 13-15 of Unidad 1: Actividades
● Copies of Peer Review Written Response Rubric, Slide 24, from Power Point Slides
Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Task Activities:
● Unidad 1: Actividades~ Cajitas de galletas slides 13-15
Differentiating Instruction:
● Intentional Grouping and assigning of group roles
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Volume Formula
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volumen= Base X Alto
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App (See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with volume formulas in English and Spanish:
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volume= Length X Width X Height
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
● Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will review previous lesson and address any of the questions or
concerns brought up in Exit Slip #6.
2. Students will recall their Fishbowl discussions from the previous lesson.
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3. Teacher will ask students to take out their Destreza de Conversaciones
constructivas de matemáticas and utilize it during the lesson.
Guided Practice: (7-10 min)
4. Teacher will ask the same small group from the previous lesson to form.
5. Instruct students to collaboratively write a written response that explains their
critical thinking and reasoning in solving the problem. Teacher will reference
the Peer Review Written Response Rubric to set the expectations of their
written response.
6. Students will use their independent written responses they wrote in lesson 8 to
guide their small group discussion.
Independent Practice: (30 min)
7. Teacher will hand each group a copy of a Peer Review Written Response
Rubric.
8. In their groups of four students, on a piece of chart paper, students will
constructively write a written response that includes the criteria listed on the
Peer Review Written Response Rubric.
9. After about 10 min Teachers will ask the groups to swap papers with a new
group.
10. Each group will swap papers and follow the “recipe” to solve the problem. Each
student will have to “try the recipe” in their Math Notebook. The student who
had the role of “Oficial de tiempo” in the previous lesson will be in charge of
filling out the Peer Review Written Response Rubric with the help of his/her
group members. Groups will have to collectively provide feedback for them.
11. After about 5 minutes, groups will be given the opportunity to verbally provide
each other feedback.
12. Groups will be asked to revise and edit their responses using the provided
feedback.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
41. Teacher will ask for groups to volunteer.
42. First Group of students will share each other's strategies.
43. Teacher will ask for another group of students to share a DIFFERENT strategy.
“¿Quién nos puede enseñar otra estrategia que usaron para resolver el problema?”
44. Second group of students will share their strategy.
45. Teacher will ask for the final group of students to share a DIFFERENT strategy.
46. Third group of students will share their strategy.
Extension: (5 min)
47. Teacher will ask students to assess which strategy is more efficient and explain their
reasoning.
48. Students will be given a few minutes to discuss with their shoulder partner and then
share out loud.
49. Teacher will share the last Powerpoint Slide for Cajitas de galletas, slide 16 of Power
Point Slides: Unidad1: Actividades.
50. Groups will be able to check their work and if needed make adjustments to their chart
paper.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
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51. Teacher will handout Exit Slip# 7
52. Students will fill out and turn in Exit Slip #7
See Slides 17 & 24 PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
See Slides 13-15 Powerpoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades
Lesson 10: Progress Assessment: Oral & Writing
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
Mathematic Standards:
5.MD.3a Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement. A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit
cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to measure volume.
5.MD.3b Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and
understand concepts of volume measurement. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps
or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units
5.MD.4 Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm,
cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised units.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.5 Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas Incluyen componentes de medios múltiples
(ejemplo: gráficas, sonido) y efectos visuales en las presentaciones cuando es adecuado para
mejorar el desarrollo de las ideas o temas principales.
5.SL.6 Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas Adaptan el discurso a una variedad de
contextos y tareas, usando el español formal cuando es adecuado a la tarea y situación.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can communicate information, make presentations and express my thoughts about familiar
topics using sentences and series of connected sentences through spoken, written or signed
language.
Goal:
Assess student understanding of volume and development of their ability to explain their
critical thinking both orally and in writing.
Planning:
Materials:
● Paper copies of Volume Progress monitor assessment from PowerPoint Slides Unit 1:
Assessments, slide 7
● Assessment uploaded to SeeSaw App
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Task Activities:
●

Volume Progress Monitor Assessment

Differentiating Instruction:
● Review volume formulas:
Volumen = Base X Alto and Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Struggling Students:
● Multiplication Chart
● Sentence Starters
Extension:
● Have students convert units ( feet to inches)
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
13. Teacher will quickly review how to calculate the volume of a rectangular prism
with students.
14. Students will recall the use of the formulas Volumen = Base X Alto and/or
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Independent Practice: (20-30 min )
15. Teacher will hand out the quick assessment, read aloud the question.
16. Students will orally explain their critical thinking and reasoning using the
SeeSaw App and will also submit a written response that explains their
reasoning and thinking.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
17. After collecting the assessments. Teacher will ask students to share which
strategies they used to solve the question.
18. Teacher will then select one of the strategies and provide an example of a
possible written explanation.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
19. Teacher will pass out Exit Slip #8
20. Students will fill out and turn in Exit Slip #8.
Notes: Teacher will need to correct the assessment prior to continuing on to lesson 11.
See Powerpoint Slide 7 from PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Lesson 11: Actividad 4 ~Día 1
Mathematical Standard:
5.MD.3aGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to
have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to measure volume.
5.MD.3bGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units.
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5.MD.4Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic feet, and improvised units.
5.MD.5a Measurement and Data. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume
and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. Relate volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume.
Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = b × h for rectangular prisms to find volumes of right
rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving real-world and
mathematical problems.
5.MD.5bMeasurement and Data. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume
and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. Relate volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving volume.
A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to have a
volume of n cubic units.
5.MD.1 Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. Convert
among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g.,
convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real-world problems.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
SMP7: Look for and make use of structure.
SMP8: Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL.1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
5.SL.1c Comprensión y colaboración Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
5.SL.1d. Comprensión y colaboración Revisan las ideas clave expresadas y hacen conclusiones
tomando en cuenta la información y el conocimiento obtenido de las conversaciones previas.
5.SL.2. Comprensión y colaboración Resumen un texto leído en voz alta o información
presentada en diversos medios de comunicación y formatos visuales, cuantitativos y orales.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
Goal:
Students will calculate the amount of money in the briefcase by engaging in an academic
conversation with a partner.
Planning:
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Materials:
● Slides for Maleta de dinero from PowerPoint Slides: Unidad1: Actividades, slides 18-20
● Copies of Maleta de dinero PowerPoint Slides 18-20
● Copies of Peer Review Written Response Rubric, Slide 24 from PowerPoint Slides
Unit1: Assessments & Rubrics
● Copies of Exit Slip #8, Slide 19, from PowerPoint Slides: Unit1: Assessments &
Rubrics
Students should have from previous lessons:
● Student Math Notebook
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
Task Activities:
● Unidad 1: Actividades~ Maleta de dinero slides 18-20
● Student Think Pair Share
Differentiating Instruction:
● Intentional Grouping of pairs
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Volume Formula
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volumen= Base X Alto
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App (See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Provide students with volume formulas in English and Spanish:
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volume= Length X Width X Height
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problem.
● Give students a different amount of money per stack in slide 20.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Using results from the assessment in lesson 10, teacher will return the progress
assessment and address any common mistakes/errors.
2. Students will revise their work as the teacher reviews the assessment and ask
questions if needed.
3. Teacher will answer any questions before moving to the Maleta de dinero
Actividad.
Guided Practice: (7min)
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4. Teacher will introduce the activity Maleta de dinero by sharing slide 18 and ask
students what math questions they have.
5. Students will wonder: how much each bundle of money is worth? How many
layers of bundles of money? Total amount of money in the briefcase?
6. Teacher will pass out a copy of slide 19 and have students estimate how much
money is in the briefcase.
7. Independently, students will write a high and low estimate on their papers.
8. Teacher will ask for students to share their estimates with a partner, students
share their responses to one another, teacher will walk around and record their
estimates on teacher copy of slide 19.
9. After recording their estimates, teacher will display their estimates and ask what
information they will need to actually calculate the amount of money inside the
briefcase?
10. Students will ask for the amount of layers, how many bundles length and width
wise? How much is each bundle worth?
11. Teacher will hand out a copy of slide 20 and provide Students with the needed
information.
Independent Practice: (10-15 min)
12. Students will be put into pairs and given a few minutes to discuss what they
believe they need to do to solve the problem.
13. After a couple of minutes, students will be given about 12 minutes to
independently work out the problem.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
14. Teacher will have students turn to their partners and use their Destreza de
constractivas de matemáticas to discuss the strategy they used to solve the
problem.
15. Students will turn to their partners and discuss how they solved the problem
Extension: ( 5-7 min)
16. Teacher will ask students to take a picture of how they solved the problem and
submit it on the SeeSaw app.
17. Students will take a picture of their work and submit on the SeeSaw app.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
18. Teacher will hand out Exit Slip # 8
19. Students will fill out and submit Exit Slip #8
Notes:

Teacher may modify step 11 or differentiate this step for students who are struggling or
need to be challenged. Teacher will need to modify it prior to the lesson. Student
pairing should be adjusted according to those changes.
● Teacher will need to review Exit Slip #8 and the work submitted on See Saw to guide
the beginning of Lesson 11 .
●

See Slides 19 & 24 PowerPoint Slides: Unit 1:Assessments & Rubrics, slides
See Slides 18-20 PowerPoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades, slides
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Lesson 12 Actividad 4 ~Día 2
Mathematical Standard:
5.MD.3aGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to
have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to measure volume.
5.MD.3bGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units.
5.MD.4Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic ft, and improvised units.
5.MD.5a Measurement and Data. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume
and relate volume to multiplication and to addition.Relate volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving
volume.Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = b × h for rectangular prisms to find volumes
of right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving realworld and mathematical problems.
5.MD.5bMeasurement and Data. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume
and relate volume to multiplication and to addition.Relate volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving
volume. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said
to have a volume of n cubic units.
5.MD.1 Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. Convert
among different-sized standard measurement units within a given measurement system (e.g.,
convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real-world problems.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP3: Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
SMP6: Attend to precision.
SMP7: Look for and make use of structure.
SMP8: Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.1a Comprensión y colaboración. Vienen preparados a las conversaciones, después de
haber leído o estudiado el material necesario; se basan explícitamente en esa preparación y
cualquier otra información conocida sobre el tema para explorar las ideas que se discuten.
5.SL.1b Comprensión y colaboración. Siguen las reglas acordadas para participar en las
conversaciones y llevar a cabo las funciones asignadas.
5.SL.1c Comprensión y colaboración Plantean y contestan preguntas específicas al hacer
comentarios que contribuyen a la conversación y expanden los comentarios de los demás.
5.SL.1d. Comprensión y colaboración Revisan las ideas clave expresadas y hacen
conclusiones tomando en cuenta la información y el conocimiento obtenido de las
conversaciones previas.
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Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
I can participate in spontaneous spoken, written, or signed conversations on familiar topics,
creating sentences and series of sentences to ask and answer a variety of questions.
I can communicate information, make presentations and express my thoughts about familiar
topics using sentences and series of connected sentences through spoken, written or signed
language.
Goal:
Students will peer review their written responses and provide feedback. Based on peer
feedback students will revise and edit their written responses.
Planning:
Materials:
● Slides for Maleta de dinero from Power Point Slides: Unidad1: Actividades, slides: 1821
● Copies of Peer Review Written Response Rubric, Slide 24 from Power Point Slides
Unit1: Assessments & Rubrics
● Copies of Student Spanish Oral Response Rubric, from Power Point Slides: Unit1:
Assessments & Rubrics
● Copies of Exit Slip #10, Slide 21 from Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments &
Rubrics
Students should have from previous lessons:
● Copies of Maleta de dinero Power Point Slides 18-20
● Student Math Notebook
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
Task Activities:
● Unidad 1: Actividades~ Maleta de dinero slides 18-21
● Student Think Pair Share
● Revise and Edit
● Record Oral Response
Differentiating Instruction:
● Intentional Grouping of pairs
● Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
● Provide students with Volume Formula
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volumen= Base X Alto
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper or use App (See Saw, Notability) to
record their work
● Allow Students to create an audio recording of their explanation.
● Manipulatives
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Struggling Students:
● Provide students with volume formulas in English and Spanish:
Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Volume= Length X Width X Height
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problems.
● Give students a different amount of money per stack in slide 20.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will review Powerpoint Slide 19 and use Student responses from Exit
Slip #9 to guide discussion/review of needed strategies to solve the problem
Guided Practice: (5 min)
2. Teacher will prompt students to review their work completed in Lesson 11 and
ask students to quickly turn to their shoulder partner and share the strategy
he/she used.
3. Students will quickly turn to their partner and share their strategy.
Independent Practice: (15 min)
4. Teacher will instruct students to use what they learned in the previous lessons to
this unit, their oral recordings and the feedback they have received from their
partner in Lesson 11 to write out their critical thinking and reasoning they used
in calculating how much money is in the briefcase.
5. Students will independently write their written response that explains their
critical thinking and reasoning in calculating how much money is in the
briefcase.
Check for Understanding: (10 min)
6. Teacher will have students join their appointed partner and exchange written
responses.
7. Students will exchange written responses with their appointed partner and use
the Peer Review Written Response Rubric to provide their partner with
feedback.
Extension: (10 min)
8. Teacher will give students 5 min to revise and edit their response before
submitting their final written response and final oral recording.
9. Students will revise and edit their written response using their partner feedback.
10. After revising and editing their written response, Students will record their final
oral response and will submit their final response using the SeeSaw App.
Closure/ Beyond: (5-10 min)
11. Teacher will share the final slide for Maleta de dinero, slide 21 and demonstrate
the final answer.
12. Students will be able to revise and correct their paper copy.
13. Teacher will pass out Exit Slip #10
14. Students will fill out and submit Exit Slip #10.
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Notes: Exit Slips 1-9 should be bundled for each individual student and provided for
final Exit Slip in Lesson 13.
See Slides 20 & 24 Powerpoint Slides: Unit 1:Assessments & Rubrics, slides
See Slides 18-21 Powerpoint Slides: Unidad 1: Actividades, slides
Lesson 13: Post Assessment: Oral & Writing
Mathematic Standard:
5.MD.3aGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to
have “one cubic unit” of volume, and can be used to measure volume.
5.MD.3bGeometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps
using n unit cubes is said to have a volume of n cubic units.
5.MD.4Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume and relate volume to
multiplication and to addition. Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic
in, cubic ft, and improvised units.
5.MD.5a Measurement and Data. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume
and relate volume to multiplication and to addition.Relate volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving
volume.Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = b × h for rectangular prisms to find volumes
of right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving realworld and mathematical problems.
5.MD.5bMeasurement and Data. Geometric measurement: understand concepts of volume
and relate volume to multiplication and to addition. Relate volume to the operations of
multiplication and addition and solve real-world and mathematical problems involving
volume. A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said
to have a volume of n cubic units.
Standards for Mathematical Practice:
SMP1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
SMP2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
SMP3: Attend to precision.
Spanish Language Development Standards:
5.SL.5 Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas Incluyen componentes de medios múltiples
(ejemplo: gráficas, sonido) y efectos visuales en las presentaciones cuando es adecuado para
mejorar el desarrollo de las ideas o temas principales.
5.SL.6 Presentación de conocimientos y de ideas Adaptan el discurso a una variedad de
contextos y tareas, usando el español formal cuando es adecuado a la tarea y situación.
Standards for Spanish Language Practice:
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I can communicate information, make presentations and express my thoughts about familiar
topics using sentences and series of connected sentences through spoken, written or signed
language.
Goal:
Assess the students understanding of calculating the area of a rectangle and the volume of a
rectangular prism while assessing the students’ ability to express their critical thinking and
reasoning both orally and in writing.
Planning:
Materials:
● Paper copies of Post Assessment on Power Point Slides Unit 1: Assessments, slide 7
● Copies of Student-Spanish Oral Response Rubric from Power Point Slides Unit 1:
Assessments, slide 25
● Assessment uploaded to SeeSaw App
Task Activities:
●

Post Assessment

Differentiating Instruction:
● Allow Students to work the problem on paper and use the SeeSaw app
● Manipulatives
Struggling Students:
● Allow students to brainstorm in English then construct response in Spanish
● Multiplication chart
● Additional Sentence Frames
Extension:
● Ask students for multiple strategies for solving problems.
● Have Students convert the units, for example feet to inches.
Instructional Strategies:
Activating Prior Knowledge: (5 min)
1. Teacher will quickly review how to calculate the
Area of a rectangle and volume of a rectangular prism with students.
2. Students will recall the use of the formulas
Area= Longitude X Ancho
Volumen = Base X Alto and/or Volumen= Longitud X Ancho X Alto
Independent Practice: (30-45 min )
3. Teacher will hand out the assessment, read aloud the questions.
4. Students will orally explain their critical thinking and reasoning using the
SeeSaw App and will also submit a written response that explains their
reasoning and thinking.
Closure/ Beyond: (2-3 min)
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5. Teacher will hand back Pre Assessment, Exit Slips 1-9 and Exit Slip #11
6. Students will complete and submit Exit Slip #11
Notes: Final Exit Slip will have students reflect on their progress and provide the teacher with
insight.
Post-Assessment:
See Slides 2-3, 22, 25 Unit 1: Assessment & Rubrics PowerPoint Slides, Slides 2-3
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Chapter Five: Project Recommendations
Over the past few years as a Spanish Immersion teacher, I noticed many students struggle
to sustain in a Spanish conversation. Regardless of the content or topic being discussed, personal
or academic, English almost always found a way to dominate the conversation. The purpose of
my project was to develop a curriculum in Spanish that provided students with real-world,
student centered activities that would motivate them to engage with one another in Spanish. This
chapter discusses the lessons I have learned, implications for educators who wish to implement
my curriculum, my plans to implement this project to my own teaching, the limitations I am
aware of and considerations for the next steps in future research.
Lessons Learned
The biggest lesson I learned from creating this curriculum was the need to narrow down
big ideas. I learned that great ideas do not always have to be complex with multiple dimensions.
They need to be clear, specific and to the point. By incorporating mathematical standard
practices and language practices, I was able to do so by focusing on how my students were going
to learn and demonstrate their learning rather than only focusing on what they needed to learn.
Prior to creating this curriculum, it felt nearly impossible to balance the content and language
demands of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) because there are so many. I often felt
like I had to sacrifice content or language and like there was never enough time in the school
year to address each and every one of the standards. By only focusing on a few mathematical
standards and implementing mathematical standard practices, it was easier to determine which
language standards and practices could be met within that same lesson. As my lessons formed, I
realized how other content standards could eventually be embedded. By the end of the unit, I had
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to restrain myself from incorporating more standards and it pushed me to start planning and
teaching across curriculums.
Additionally, as I researched second language acquisition, academic conversations and
focused on the practices, my mindset as a language teacher shifted from having to check off
standards to truly focusing on student strategies that lead students to learn the academic language
and subject content to ultimately gaining academic language proficiency much like Krashen and
Brown explained (2007). This allowed me to better differentiate to the needs of my students.
Although, I focused on Mathematics in my curriculum, I became more conscientious about how
desperately language needs to be and can be implemented into every content area. Not only does
it need to be addressed, it needs to be explicitly taught especially when the program's goal is to
gain bilingual and biliterate proficiency.
Lastly, it personally made me reflect on my own experiences in acquiring both English
and Spanish from the day I was born. I cannot recall the moment I learned either language or
how I learned to converse and exchange thoughts in both academic and social settings. I gained
an appreciation for the effort my parents made in raising me bilingual and biliterate. However, I
never drew attention to how my own experiences led me to believe my students were lacking the
skills and motivation to carry a conversation in Spanish. As I read Zwiers’ books on academic
conversations, I began to question what felt so innate and natural to me culturally was more than
just that. It was about the experiences within both of my cultures and both of my languages.
Through his books and my research in language status and attitudes, my students' environment or
lack of a linguistically supporting environment became more apparent. I began to question that
perhaps my students have not acquired as much of the language we would have liked not only
because of their environments, but because they have not been taught how to engage in an
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academic conversation in Spanish. As a mother attempting to raise my child bilingual, I was able
to first hand observe Krashen's theory of language acquisition. We play, read, interact, exchange
ideas and speak in both languages. He has learned language patterns through those interactions.
It takes a lot of repetition and practice. It made me want to provide my students with those same
experiences I grew up with and those I am raising my son with: grace to trials and errors,
repetitive, meaningful, engaging, and in a safe environment, much like Krashen describes not
just a standard driven curriculum.
Educational Implications / Recommendations
Based on the research I have learned both in preparation leading to creating and in
designing this project, I have a few recommendations for educators and those aspiring to be
educators. The first is for educators to get to know their students by building relationships with
them. They should start by genuinely asking and listening to their interests. Then incorporate
those interests into the students’ learning and their craft in teaching. I urge them to create a safe
classroom environment where they feel comfortable with receiving constructive feedback from
both you as their teacher and their peers. I would also stress the importance of empowering their
students to learn from one another, seek help from each other and learn to build each other up.
This not only allows students to learn from one another, but also allows the teacher to focus on
students that need more one on one. It also allows the teacher to hone in on the actual
conversations that are happening, instead of having to be the students’ only resource for help.
The second recommendations would be to start small and work your way up. You must
learn to crawl before you run. Why should learning and teaching be any different. I strongly
recommend educators take the time to slow down and explicitly teach their students the
necessary skills for them to be successful, the expectation and create a routine that allows them
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to practice what is being taught. I am well aware that classroom time is valuable and limited,
however I strongly believe in investing the time at the beginning of the school year versus taking
the time later in the school year to reteach. I also strongly agree with Zwiers’ idea of having
students construct the classroom rules and norms. It is more likely for students to take ownership
of the rules they help create then ones that were bestowed upon them. In turn, not only are they
holding each other and themselves accountable, but also building the safe environment I
discussed previously.
Lastly, I highly recommend every educator read any of Jeff Zwiers’ books and visit his
website for strategies on how to incorporate academic conversations into their teaching. He
stresses the importance of explicitly teaching students how to engage in academic conversations
and he explains how important it is for a student to be able to articulate their thinking before
having to write anything. The student conversations do not have to be extensive or elaborate
lessons. Students simply have to be granted the opportunity to talk to one another about the
content being taught before they can in turn learn from it. This is even more important for
language learners. Language teachers need to be more cognizant of the strategies they are
implementing in their teaching. I strongly suggest they incorporate language CCSS and language
standard practices into every lesson not just in their Language Arts block and even consider
creating a block of time designated to the instruction of language at least once a week. As Zwiers
points out, CCSS expects students to explain their critical thinking and reasoning in all content
areas. The sooner educators invest valuable classroom time in establishing academic
conversation routines, the greater the student outcomes.
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Project Implementation Plans
I had planned on using this curriculum with my class, however due to the current
pandemic I was not able to implement it right at the beginning of the school year as intended.
My class has already completed the first unit to our math curriculum. Therefore, I plan to
implement the whole unit at the beginning of the next school year. However, I will be
implementing parts of it. I plan to use the Introducciones a conversaciones academicas Power
Point Slides this school year in effort to explicitly teach conversational skills and implement
academic conversations as part of our daily routine.
As I implement more academic conversations and make use of the destreza de
conversaciones académicas, I will share my findings with my Spanish Immersion team and fifth
grade team as well. Much of our battle as language teachers is finding resources in Spanish. I
would like my Spanish Immersion team to revise and modify the destraza de conversaciones
académicas I adapted, to better suit the needs of our student population. In addition, I would like
us to modify it according to our grade levels. By doing so this will allow us to align how we are
teaching our students to engage in our programs' target language across grade levels. Most
importantly, as a team we will be able to build and see more gains in our students’ vocabulary
and conversational skills that have been taught in previous years much like CCSS are designed.
Lastly, as students become more familiar with academic conversation activities, I would
incorporate different language skills that allow me to focus on the grammatical structures and
zoom into developing their writing skills more extensively.
Limitations of the Project
The greatest limitation of this project lies in the difficulty in being able to assess
motivation, engagement and conversations in a quantitative manner. The instruments I included
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in my project to assess motivation, engagement and conversations are based on the needs of my
students, student population, school language program and my school site goals. They may or
may not suit the needs of other language programs or school sites. In addition, over a series of
thirteen lessons proficiency will not be attained, therefore a more accurate measurement will
require more than just thirteen lessons especially if students are not familiar with the process of
both academic conversation and self-analysis. Considering self-analysis requires a bit more
maturity, it is possible for students developmentally to not be able to do so independently.
Therefore, developing these skills require more explicit instruction and time. Which leads me to
the second biggest challenge, the amount of time designated to teach such lessons. I
acknowledge that the lessons are 60-minute blocks and three out of the four activities are broken
into two-day lessons, meaning each activity takes two hours. As a teacher, I am well aware of the
limited amount of time we have within the classroom, even more so with our current unique
conditions. However, the unit is based on the first math unit of the year, knowingly that such
routines are best established early in the school year rather than later.
If I had endless resources and support, I would create more 3-part activities that would
cover content for the entire school year. I know all my students thrive in such activities, even the
most quiet and reserved ones come out of their shell. I would also love to be able to “transform
our classroom” and truly make the activities come to life by having students measure our school
wall ball versus using a picture or collecting and recreating the wall of Girl Scout cookie boxes.
Perhaps even coordinating a field trip to an authentic destination where they would need to
practice the math skills and also converse in Spanish.
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Future Research or Project Suggestions
As I stated above, I strongly suggest the implementation of academic conversations
extend beyond the means of the unit I designed. Most importantly that they are practiced in other
if not all content subjects. I believe by implementing them in every lesson and content, it will
lead students to greater success in their oral and written proficiencies. I also suggest grammatical
and syntax structures become embedded as students become more familiar with academic
conversations. By explicitly teaching academic conversation skills in all content areas, educators
will be able to fill the language and academic gaps that exist within our students.
As for future research, I strongly suggest more research be done in the effects of
explicitly teaching conversational skills on the acquisition of a minority language. Much of the
research available is based on the effect of learning English as a second language. As discussed
in my literature review, language status and attitude of the language being learned makes a great
difference in the amount of opportunities and exposure to the second language, which then
results in greater success. English is prevalent in our society and holds a lot of prestige, therefore
what about the languages that do not hold similar values? Does the explicit teaching of
conversational skill in a minority language produce similar results?
Conclusions / Summary
As CCSS continues to exceed the current cognitive demands of listening, speaking,
reading and writing in all content areas, Dual language education programs demand curriculum
that meets both content and language standards. This project was created in an effort to motivate
and engage Spanish Immersion students in 5th grade to develop their critical reasoning and
thinking skills in Spanish. The curriculum focuses on the critical thinking and reasoning
Mathematical CCSS and Mathematic standard practices and incorporates Spanish Language
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Development Standards and language practices as it is carried through with the explicit teaching
academic conversational skills. The curriculum’s 3-part activities provide students with authentic
real world opportunities to apply learned mathematical skills while acquiring the skills necessary
to engage and sustain in a Spanish academic conversation.
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Introducción a las
conversaciones académicas
Incluye:
● Destreza de conversaciones constructivas para matemáticas
● Auto-evaluación de estudiantes
● Escenarios de conversaciones “malas”

Elaborar

Preguntar:

Contestar:

¿Que significa?
¿Podrías aclarar la parte de..?
Dime más sobre
¿Puedes elaborar más acerca
de cómo ese ejemplo apoya
esta idea?
¿Que patrón notas?
¿Podrías ser mas especifico?
Yo entiendo la parte… pero
quiero saber más sobre….
¿A qué te refieres cuando…?
Explicar

y razonar

Preguntar:

y c la r ific a r

- Yo pienso que significa...
- En otras palabras...
- Para ser especifico….
- Bueno una manera podría ser...
- El patrón que note es…..
- Es importante porque…..
- Lo que me refiero a es…..
_ Es importante porque…..

Ap o y a r id e a s y e je m p lo s

Preguntar:

¿De qué otra manera podemos
demostrar lo?
demostrar
¿Como lo podemos dibujar o
Usar un modelo.?
¿Qué símbolos usamos?
tabla...y…..
¿Como podemos explicar?
Como podemos escribir lo
que estamos pensando?
¿Qué símbolos usamos para
representar este problema?

Contestar:

- Podemos…….
-Otra manera que podemos
- Tal vez podemos usar….
- Podemos dibujar…. por que…..
- Podemos hacer una
- La letra de incógnita representa...

Destreza de Conversaciones constructivas de matemáticas
Modified and adapted from Zwiers, J. (2019). Next Steps With Academic Conversations:
New Ideas for Improving Learning with Classroom Talk. Stenhouse Publishers. jeffzwiers.org

¿Podr ías explic ar por que…
?
¿Que s ignif ic a c uando dic e…
.?
¿Que r egla/ es t r at egia/ modelo
Es t as us ando?
¿Podr ías dar un ejemplo?
¿Cómo nos ayuda es t e ejemplo?
¿Qué ot r os ejemplos en la vida
r eal podemos us ar ?
¿Puedes c lar if ic ar c uando..?
¿Como obt uvis t e es t a r es pues t a?

Contestar:

-Si…
…
. t émenos que…
…
.. Por que…
…
.
-Una idea mat emát ic a pr inc ipal es …
- En la vida r eal es s imilar a…
...
- Un ejemplo en mi vida es …
.
- En mat emát ic as s iempr e t enemos
que…
.
- Deja t e demues t r o lo que
- No podemos hac er es o por que…
.
- No c r eo/ piens o

Preguntar:

¿Cómo podemos demos t r ar lo
de ot r a maner a?
¿ Qué piens as de es t a es t r at egia?
¿Qué ot r o pas o podemos hac er ?
¿ Qué ot r as maner as lo podemos
maner a…
Res olver ?
Que int ent ar ot r a maner a/
Es t r at egia.
¿Cual es t r at egia es más ef ic ient e?
y por que?

Ag r e g a r y a p o y o

Contestar:

-Yo piens o que…
.
-Yo quier o agr egar le a t u idea de…
-Es a es t r at egia s e puede por que…
-La es t r at egia que yo puedo us ar es ..
- Yo lo veo/ ent iendo de ot r a
- Ot r a maner a par a r es olver …
.
- Me hac e pens ar en…
.
- Es t amos de ac uer do que…
..
- Que int ent ar …
…
- La es t r at egia…
…
.es más ef ic ient e
por que...

Student Self- Assessment
Antes
1.

¿Que piensas que significa una
conversación académica?

2. Piensas que hablando con un compañero
te puede ayudar entender o aprender más
en el salon. Explica.

Despues
1.

Escribe 3 cosas que aprendiste sobre
conversaciones académicas.

2.

Escribe 2 cosas que te gusto de
conversaciones académicas

3.

Escribe 1 pregunta que tienes sobre
conversaciones académicas.

Escenario #1

( 3 estudiantes: “Maestra”, Estudiante 1 y Estudiante 2)

Estudiante A: ( Maestra) Quiero que voltees con tu compañero de hombro y hablen sobre la estrategia que
usastes para resolver el problema número 2 que dice… ¿que es el área del rectángulo que mide 2 pies de
ancho por 10 pies de longitud?
Estudiante B: ( Estudiante #1) Hola ( nombre de amigo), que hiciste este fin de semana?
Estudiante C: ( Estudiante #2) Yo fui al cine con mi familia y mire la pelicula de Toy Story 4. ¡Estaba muy
chistosa! Me parte favorita fue cuando Buz…
Estudiante B: (Estudiante #1) interrumpiendo a estudiante #2 No!!! No, me digas que pasa, yo voy a
verla el viernes después de escuela.

Escenario #2

( 3 estudiantes: “Maestra”, Estudiante 1 y Estudiante 2)

(Role Student is acting ) BOLD: Student is reading/saying out loud..
out loud

Italic: Student behavior/acting NOT reading out/saying

Estudiante A: ( Maestra) Quiero que voltees con tu compañero de hombro y hablen sobre la estrategia que
usastes para resolver el problema número 2 que dice… ¿que es el área del rectángulo que mide 2 pies de
ancho por 10 pies de longitud?
Estudiante B: ( Estudiante #1) Para resolver el problema yo….
Estudiante C: ( Estudiante #2) interrumpiendo a estudiante #1 con actitud LO QUE YO HICE es …
Estudiante B: (Estudiante #1) su cara expresa un poco triste o enojado

Escenario #3

( 3 estudiantes: “Maestra”, Estudiante 1 y Estudiante 2)

Estudiante A: ( Maestra) Quiero que voltees con tu compañero de hombro y hablen sobre la
estrategia que usastes para resolver el problema número 2 que dice… ¿que es el área del
rectángulo que mide 2 pies de ancho por 10 pies de longitud?
Estudiante B: ( Estudiante #1) Para resolver el problema, primero yo dibuje un rectángulo.
Después dibuje 2 hileras y 10 columnas. Finalmente, conte todos los cuadrados. Por eso se
que el área del rectángulo es 20 unidades cuadradas.
Estudiante C: ( Estudiante #2) No está mirando a su compañero ni el trabajo de su compañero. Está
Dibujando estrellas en su papel.

Teacher use only

Example of Group/Role Formations
Possible Group Formations/Role
High/ Calidad #1
Med/Calidad #2
Med-Low/Cantidad
Low /Oficial de tiempo

Paired:
High & Med-Low
Med & Low

FishBowl Activity:
Gr o u p Fo r m a t io n s

Grupo B
Persona #1

Grupo A
Persona #1

Grupo A
Persona #2
Grupo B
Persona #2

Grupo B
Persona #4

Grupo A
Persona #3

Grupo A
Persona #4

Grupo B
Persona #3

Grupos de “FishBowl”
Grupo Observando
Persona

Responsabilidad:

#1

Calidad#1

#2

Calidad #2

#3

Cantidad

#4

Oficial de tiempo

Persona #1

Persona #2

Persona #3

Persona #4

A. Evaluan la evidencia
de cada idea
B. Comparan y eligen la
idea más
fuerte/razonable
(negocian y explican los
diferentes valores si es
necesario).
C. Explican la elección
final

A. Evaluan la evidencia
de cada idea
B. Comparan y eligen la
idea más
fuerte/razonable
(negocian y explican los
diferentes valores si es
necesario).
C. Explican la elección
final

A. Evaluan la evidencia
de cada idea
B. Comparan y eligen la
idea más
fuerte/razonable
(negocian y explican los
diferentes valores si es
necesario).
C. Explican la elección
final

A. Evaluan la
evidencia de cada idea
B. Comparan y eligen
la idea más
fuerte/razonable
(negocian y explican
los diferentes valores
si es necesario).
C. Explican la elección
final

Uso de habilidades de
conversaciones para construir
idea(s) en grupo
Propone una idea que ayuda al
grupo entender el problema
Aclaran ideas parafraseando,
definiendo, elaborando,
elaborando, haciendo
preguntas, o negociando
Apoya una idea usando
evidencia, ejemplos o
explicación
Se hay un desacuerdo o
necesitan que hacer una
decisión, el grupo agrega las
ideas y:

Modified and adapted from Zwiers, J. (2019). Next Steps With Academic Conversations:
New Ideas for Improving Learning with Classroom Talk. Stenhouse Publishers. jeffzwiers.org

Calidad # 1

*marca una raya cada vez
que:

Escuchando
atentamente
Habla claro y usa
el vocabulario
Razonamiento
Académico
Contenido
Academico
Comunicación sin
palabras (cuerpo,
ojos, cabeza)
Valora las ideas de
otros
Commentatarios

Persona #1

Persona #2

Persona #3

Persona #4

Modified and adapted from Zwiers, J. (2019). Next Steps With Academic Conversations:
New Ideas for Improving Learning with Classroom Talk. Stenhouse Publishers. jeffzwiers.org

Calidad #2:

Persona #1

Persona #2

Persona #3

Persona #4

# de turnos
~ marca una raya
cada vez que habla
Usa la Destreza de
Conversaciones
~ marca una raya
cada vez que lo usa
Usa el ingles
~marca una raya
cada vez que usa
palabras en ingles
Participacion

1= no participó
2= participio un
poco
3= participó
4= participó mucho

Commentatarios:

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Modified and adapted from Zwiers, J. (2019). Next Steps With Academic Conversations:
New Ideas for Improving Learning with Classroom Talk. Stenhouse Publishers. jeffzwiers.org

Cantidad:

Tiempo:
Empiezan

Terminan

Preguntas:

Commentatarios:

Persona #1

Persona #2

Persona #3

Persona #4
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Unidad 1:
Actividades de 3 pasos
Actividad

Pagina

Muro de pelota

2

Comparando peceras

7

Cajitas de galletas

12

Maleta de dinero

17

EXTRA: Caja de
palomitas

22

Muro de pelota
Actividad: 1

Actividad 1: Parte 1.A

¿Que preguntas matemáticas tienen sobre el muro
de pelota?

Actividad 1: Parte 1.B.

Wall Ball: ¿Cual es el área del muro de pelota?

Estima el área del muro de
pelota.
Escribe una estimación
demasiado bajo y una
estimación demasiado alto.

Actividad 1: Parte 2.

¿Que información necesitas para hallar el área del muro?

El muro mide 11 ½
pies de largo y 9
pies de alto.

Actividad 1: Parte 3.

Modelo Numerico:
11 ½ X 9 =
Muestra tu Trabajo:
11 X 9 = 99
½ X9=4½
99 + 4 ½ = 103 ½
Area:
103 ½ pies cuadrados

Comparando peceras
Activitad: 2

Actividad 2: Parte 1.A

¿Que preguntas Matemáticas tienen sobre las peceras?

Actividad 2: Parte 1.B

¿Cual pecera es más grande?
Estima el volumen de la
pecera
Escribe una estimación
demasiado bajo y una
estimación demasiado alto.

Actividad 2: Parte 2

¿Que información necesitas para hallar cual pecera es más grande?
La pecera de Spongebob mide:

Alto: 5 pies
Ancho: 4 pies
Longitud: 10 pies

La pecera del dentista de Finding Nemo mide:

Alto: 3 pies
Ancho: 5 pies
Longitud: 14 pies

Actividad 2: Parte 3
Modelo numerico:
3 X 5 X 14=
Muestra tu trabajo:
3 X 5= 15
15 X 14= 210
Volumen= 210 pies cubicos

Modelo numerico:
5 X 4 X 10=
Muestra tu trabajo:
5 X 4= 20
20 X 10= 200
Volumen=200 pies cubicos

Cajitas de Galletas
Actividad: 3

Actividad 3: Parte 1.a

¿Que preguntas Matemáticas tienen sobre la foto?

Actividad 3: Parte 1.b

¿Cuantas cajitas de las galletas Tagalongs hay?

Estima cuántas cajas de galletas hay
en el camion.
Escribe una estimación demasiado
bajo y una estimación demasiado
alto.

Actividad 3: Parte 2

¿Que información necesitas para hallar cuántas cajitas hay?

Figura A:
5 cajas longitud
4 cajas ancho
7 cajas alto

Figura B:
5 alto
1 ancho
2 longitud

Cada caja tiene 12 cajitas.

Actividad 3: Parte 3

Modelo numerico:
(Figura A + Figura B) X 12
[ (5 X 4 X 7) + ( 5 X 1 X 2)] x 12
Figura A:
5 X 4= 20
20 X 7= 140
Figura B:
5 X 1= 5
5 x 2=10

Muestra tu trabajo:

A + B=
140 + 10 = 150 cajas grandes
150 X 12= 18000 cajitaos
Hay 1,800 cajitas de galletas.

Maleta de dinero
Actividad: 4

Actividad 4: Parte 1.A

¿Que preguntas Matemáticas tienen sobre la foto?

Actividad 4: Parte 1.B

¿Cuánto dinero hay en la maleta?

Estima cuántas dinero hay en la
maleta. .
Escribe una estimación demasiado
bajo y una estimación demasiado
alto.

Actividad 4: Parte 2.

¿Que información necesitas para hallar cuánto dinero hay en la maleta?
Hay 5 capas de pacas de dinero

Hay $1,000 en cada paca.

Actividad 4: Parte 3
Modelo numerico:
V= (Base X Alto) X 1,000
Muestra tu trabajo:
Base: 6 X 3 = 18
18 cada capa X 5 capas = 90
90 X 1,000 = 90,000

Hay $90,000.
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Unit 1: Assessments & Rubrics
Slide #
Pre & Post Assessment

3-4

Oral Pre-Assessment using technology

5

Area: Progress Monitoring

6

Volume: Progress Monitoring

7

Spanish -Written Response Rubric
Exit Slips 1 - 11

12-22

Peer-Editing Written Response

24

Student- Spanish Oral Response Rubric

25

Assessments

Pre & Post

Pre & Post

Uploaded to SeeSaw App on iPad to allow students to record their explanation orally.
Both pages are uploaded as a template. Instructions are listed. Rubric is provided.

NOMBRE

FECHA

HORA

Lección 1-13

Unidad 1: Evaluación de respuesta abierta
Volumen
Mónica trabaja en Súper Deportes y está embalando una caja de 30 balones de fútbol
para enviarla a una escuela. Cada balón está embalado en una caja cuyo volumen es
1 pie cúbico.
El volumen de la caja es
1 pie cúbico.
1 pie

1 pie

1 pie

Mónica coloca las cajas de balones individuales en una caja más grande para enviarlas a
la escuela.
EM4_AH_G5_U01_L13_018A.ai
¿Cuál es el volumen mínimo de una caja que Mónica podría usar para enviar 30
balones de fútbol? ¿Cómo lo sabes?

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education. Permission is granted to reproduce for classroom use.

1

12

Manual de evaluación

NOMBRE

FECHA

HORA

Lección 1-13

Unidad 1: Evaluación de respuesta abierta (continuación)
2

Mónica comenzó a llenar una caja con los balones de fútbol y luego tomó un
descanso. El siguiente dibujo muestra cómo se veía la caja cuando Mónica tomó el
descanso. ¿Cabrán los 30 balones de fútbol en esta caja? ¿Cómo lo sabes?
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Originales de evaluación

13

Area: Progress Monitoring

Nombre:
Fecha:

¿Que es el area del rectangulo que mide 4 pies de ancho por 6 ½ de longitud? Muestra
tu trabajo. Explica cómo lo resolviste.
6 ½ pies

4 pies

Volume: Progress Monitoring
¿Que es el volumen de la caja. Mide 9 pies de ancho, 13 pies de longitud y 8 pies alto?
Muestra tu trabajo. Explica cómo lo resolviste.

8 pies
9 pies
13 pies

Rubrics

Spanish- Written
Response Rubric

Nombre:

Rúbrica de explicación matemática

Organización y comunicación
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Hace una reclamación
Ensena evidencia
Explica con razonamiento
Claro y conciso
Usa oraciones completas
Usa lenguaje/vocabulario matemático

Fecha:

Solución y precisión
❏
❏
❏
❏

Efica estrategia de matematicas
Usa información del problema
Usa un modelo/dibujo/ gráfico apropiado
Respuesta correcta (o minimo errores)

4 Exceda: Contiene los 6 criterios y razonamiento y uso de
vocabulario excede las expectativas

4 Exceda: Contiene los 4 criterios y

3 Satisface: Contiene los 6 criterios

3 Satisface: Contiene los 4 criterios

2 Desarrollando: Contiene 3 a 5 de los criterios

2 Desarrollando: Contiene 2 o 3 criterios

1 Bajo: Contiene 2 o menos de los criterios

1 Bajo: Contiene 1 o menos de los criterios

Metas:

Modified and adapted from LSUSD 5th Grade Team Resources

Modified and adapted from Zwiers, J. (2019). Next Steps With Academic Conversations:
New Ideas for Improving Learning with Classroom Talk. Stenhouse Publishers. jeffzwiers.org

Teacher: Oral Response Rubric
Student Response:

3

2

1

0

Dimension 1- Argue: Makes a claim and
supports its mathematical truth value.

Student uses formal reasoning to
support claim(s)

Student uses pre-formal reasoning to
support claim(s)

Student uses external authority to support claim

Student does not attempt to
support claim(s) or attempt is
unclear.

Dimension 2- Decontextualize: Uses
representations ( symbols, objects, drawings,
tables, graphs, equations, ect.) to describe the
mathematical situation

Student effectively creates and
uses representation(s) to clearly
describe the mathematical situation
of a problem and of the reasoning(
thinking) for it.

Student creates and uses representations
to describe the mathematical situation of a
problem and/or the reasoning ( thinking)
for solving it, but there is some lack of
clarity.

Student attempts to use representations to
describe the mathematical situation of a problem
and/or the reasoning ( thinking) for solving it, but
there is significant lack of clarity/ relevance to the
problem..

Student does not attempt to
create or use representations to
describe the mathematical
situation.

Dimension 3-Contextualize: Keeps track of
meanings of the representations and their units

Student clearly and strategically
attends to what the representations
refer to throughout the problem
solving process.

Student attends to what the
representations refer to during the
problem solving process, but misses
some opportunities or lacks some clarity
in what the representations mean.

Student attempts to attends to what the
representations refer to during the problem
solving process, but there is significant lack of
clarity in what the representations mean..

Student does not attempt to
create or use representations
refer to during the problem
solving process.

Dimension 4 Explain: Uses language to clearly
explain argumentation and reasoning

Student effectively and logically
organized and connected language
( sentences, clauses, phrases,
words) to explain argumentation
and or reasoning.

Student used organized and connected
statements to partially explain
argumentation and or reasoning.

Student attempts to use organized and connected
language ( sentences, clauses, phrases, words)
to explain argumentation and or reasoning, but
idea(s) are unclear, disjointed illogical and or
irrelevant.

Student does not attempt to use
language, uses only single
sentences or does not attempts
to organize and connect
sentences to explain

Exit Slips

Nombre:
Fecha:
Nombre de compañero:

Exit Slip #1

Preguntas de reflexión:

1. En conversar con tu compañero, ¿cómo te ayudo resolver el
problema?

2. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usaron tu y tu compañero?
1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Nombre:
Fecha:
Nombre de compañero:

Exit Slip #2

Preguntas de reflexión:

1. En conversar con tu compañero, ¿cómo te ayudo con tu escritura?

2. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usaron tu y tu compañero?
1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Nombre:
Fecha:
Nombre de compañero:

Exit Slip #3

Preguntas de reflexión:

1. En conversar con tu compañero, ¿cómo mejoro tu escritura?

1. ¿Qué diferencia notas en tu escritura de la lección 2 a la escritura
que entregaste hoy?

3. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usaron tu y tu compañero?
1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Exit Slip #4

Nombre:
Fecha:

Escribe sobre 2 cosas que te gusto de la actividad de “Fishbowl”.

Escribe por lo menos 1 cosa que NO te gusto de la actividad de “Fishbowl”.

Escribe 1 pregunta que tienes sobre la actividad de “Fishbowl”

Escribe 1 manera de mejorar la actividad de “Fishbowl” .

Nombre:
Fecha:
Nombre de compañero:

Exit Slip #5

Preguntas de reflexión:

1. En conversar con tu grupo, ¿cómo les ayudó con la escritura?

2. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usó tu grupo?
1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Nombre:
Fecha:
Nombre de compañero:

Exit Slip #6

Preguntas de reflexión:

1. En conversar con tu grupo, ¿cómo te ayudo con tu escritura?

1. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usó tu grupo?

1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Exit Slip #7

Nombre:
Fecha:

Escribe 1 pregunta que todavía tienes sobre la actividad de “Fishbowl”

Escribe cuál estrategia es más eficiente y explica porque.

Exit Slip #8

Nombre:
Fecha:

Escribe dos fórmulas que puedes usar para calcular el volumen de una
caja.

¿Como se parecen las dos fórmulas y cómo son diferentes?

Nombre:
Fecha:

Exit Slip #9

Usando símbolos de agrupación escribe una oración numérica para hallar
la cantidad de dinero en la maleta.

¿Qué significa cada numero en tu oración numérica?

3. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usaron tu y tu compañero?
1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Nombre:
Fecha:
Nombre de compañero:

Exit Slip #10

1. En hablar con tu compañero, ¿cómo te ayudo con tu escritura?

2. ¿Qué diferencia notas en tu escritura de la lección 2 a la escritura que entregaste hoy?

3. Del 1 a 5, cuánto inglés usaron tu y tu compañero?
1

2

3

4

5

No usamos el
inglés

Usamos 1- 2
palabras en inglés

Usamos 3-5
palabras en inglés

Usamos 6-8
palabras en inglés

Usamos 9 o más
palabras en inglés

Exit Slip #11

Nombre:
F ec ha:
Nombr e de c ompañer o:

1.

¿Piensas que en participar en conversaciones académicas te ayudó desarrollar tu razonamiento y
escritura? Explica.

1.

Escribe 3 cosas que aprendiste sobre conversaciones académicas.

1.

Escribe 2 cosas que te gusto de conversaciones académicas

1.

Escribe 1 pregunta que tienes sobre conversaciones académicas.

1.

¿Qué diferencia notas en tu escritura de la lección 2 a la escritura que entregaste hoy?
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Editado por:

Rúbrica de explicación matemática

Organización y comunicación
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Hace una reclamación
Ensena evidencia
Explica con razonamiento
Claro y conciso
Usa oraciones completas
Usa lenguaje/vocabulario matemático

Fecha:

Solución y precisión
❏
❏
❏
❏

Efica estrategia de matematicas
Usa información del problema
Usa un modelo/dibujo/ gráfico apropiado
Respuesta correcta (o minimo errores)

Lo que hiciste bien en tu respuesta es…..
Lo que puedes hacer para mejorar tu respuesta es….
Lo que no entiendo es….

Modified and adapted from LSUSD 5th Grade Team Resources

Student- Spanish Oral Response Rubric

Yo puedo ….

Si

Hacer una reclamación y razonar con valor matemático.

Resolver el problema usando un modelo o dibujo

Explicar el modelo o dibujo

Usar las fórmulas y vocabulario para explicar mi solución y razonamiento.

Modified and adapted from LSUSD 5th Grade Team Resources

No

